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RECAPITULATION. 
PART I. 
Introduction.-The advice given by a distinguished French savant 
many years ago to one of us then full of zeal to discover geological phren~mena unknown to hi~ contemporaries, was,-" Examine the 
travelling map of the region in which you may happen to be, and 
w~e:ever .you see a ~ract void of all post roads, go thither, and you 
willmfalhbly meet With something new to science." 
This suggestion has since been our guiding rule in many ex-
cursions, including several visits to the insulated mountain-tracts of 
the Thiiringerwald and the Harz, which in bygone yea~s were 
trav~rsed by no post roads, and which in these days of rapid loco-
motron are avoided by all railroads. 
When Sedgwick and Murchison first looked at the Thiiringerwald 
frontier in 1839, that chain bad little attracted the attention of 
geolo~ists, with the exception of V on Hoff of Gotha, who had .t~en 
descnbed the physical features of its northern half, determmmg 
several altitudes, and giving a general aperr;u of its crystalline and 
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erup Ive rocks. It was th th . the s~uthern ~imb of the c~:in ;ft~~~ Enghsh geologists compared R~en~sh provmces and those with of e masses of older rocks in the 
to. mdi~ate the German districts to w ~he Harz, an~ also endeavoured 
stmgmsh the ancient British sedi ~ICh ,the te!mmol.ogy used to di--~s that survey, the result of w nah~ns ~nght be applied. 
twns of the Geological Society ' . - c~bodied m the 'Transac-
and as at that time there w' "''. .mde m one long summer onl . 
fossils, it was not to be expect:~ t~~ l~cal collectors of palreozJ~ 
than a bro~d and suggestive outlinea t e authors could offer more 
In the stxteen years which h . pu~lished, the Rheuish provincesahe elaEsed since that memoir was 
vanous able geologists and al ave e~n sedulously examined by ~efined the limits of the sub~£, reon~ologists, who have accurately 
S IOWn th~t, i~ the distribution or~~tlOnS • of each group, and have 
no true Sllunan rocks in the Rhen ~nmal h~e be the guide, there /Ire 
cent slaty masses of the A d Ish provmces-provided the adja 
The g~eat mass of the Rhen~shn~ws. should. not prove to be such~ 
Devoman ro~ks, and constitute ossils pertam unquestionably to the ~~';Pi.of which the Spirifers and ~~r:: hde I lately stated, a triple J . Imestones the centre and th. C ar~ s ates form the base, the 
an h.mestones the upper ba d * e ypndina and Clymenia schists 
Th1s g · 1 n · roup lS c early followed b th . ~rol?1erly so called, because they Y t e. Lower Carboniferous rocks 1088l s and 1 . con am true t · 1. · bl a so certam plants . th d moun am 1mestone 
rmra y exposed on the northe ' e or er of succession being ad-
lower ?ountry of Westphalt'a rnMedghes of the hills which flank the 
o-roup IS . 1 . . uc of th' I ~\·} hmmera ogiCally identical with th lS o'Yer carboniferous 
w I. st t e uppermost band of it ' e culm senes of Devonshire, eqmval~nt of the British ·n t ' the . flretz-leerer sandstone,' is the 
above c1ted t. We may~~ son;, gnt, as first shown in the memoir 
(fig. ~' pl. 23, Geol. Trans~r; 8:~ er :o ~h)e original General Section 
exan:med the Rhenish rocks in .l ~o . VL ~ad.e by us when we first 
physiCal order is what it th 839-which shows how truly the 
Such is the successionwh: en repr~sented to be. 
have elsewhere given a con de:~~ Rhen~sh yrovinces, and of this we 
pared from our own observ t' descnptron and synopsis t as pre-
w;o have corrected the det ~lion ~nd th.at of competent authorities, 
0 
the rocks with British t Rl 8 an amphfied the original comparison 
When the first comparafi~~· 
was m~de! no one had devel sudv~y of the older rocks of Germany ~ue SI!unan series ; but in ~~e . m any part of that vast region a 
Igh merit of showin the e . e mt~rval M. Barrande has had the 
all those rocks whic: he t XISte;~ 1~ Bohemia of a perfect basin of 
base through great mas erms 1~unan, i.e. from an unfossiliferous 
Upper Silurian division:es of sedlment representing the Lower and 
Now, each of the tw. t . * ' . o racts whiCh are brought under considera-
t T~~!rit' (1854), P· 367, &c. 
.. , 
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tion exhibits, as we shall indicate, some members of the Silurian of 
Bohemia and of the Devonian and Lower Carboniferous of the 
Rhe?-ish provinces ; the two latter ~roups being unknown in Bo-
hemm. If this is what might be expected in tracts lying in an inter-
mediate position between the ,go1. ·~s of the Rhine and the country 
of Prague, we shall have to point.i)ut distinctions in the details of 
succession which it is import/\}~ ".::'note, as occurring in Thuringia on 
the one hand and in the Harz 'uron the other. 
.Attentio!'l will ~lso be pointedly directed to those younger palre?-
zoiC depositS wh1ch overlie the small patches of coal known m 
Central Germany, and which one of us has described in other works 
as the "Permian Group." Indicating the great break above all the 
series from a primordial base up to the Lower Carboniferous inclusive 
(the wide-spread " Grauwacke" of old geologists) as separating all 
such deposits from the overlying and youngest palreozoic strata, it 'Yill 
be shown by what agency the ori"inal direction of the lower portiOn 
whose strike is universallv from N.E. to S.W. has been changed to 
N .W. and S.E. as respects the geographical outline. Brie~ and 
general as the sketch is, it will point out the agreements and discre-
pancies of these German rocks as compared with each other, and 
refer them to types which are well known to British geologists. . 
Whilst the sectional woodcuts will explain some of these vaned 
relations? a Tabular View (see p. 448) of the general order of ~he 
PalreozoiC rocks of Germany with the lower secondary rocks whiCh 
immediately overlie them is appended to the memoir, and in that table 
we have paralleled the foreign rocks with their English analogues. 
THE TaiiRINGERWALn.-In the work called 'Siluria,' recently 
published, we have given a succinct view of the succession of the 
strata in the Thiiringerwald, as an addition to the first general sketch 
of that tract which appeared many years ago in the ' Transactions of 
th.e Geological Society.' In that work we have cited the ~ap of 
RIChter of Saalfeld * as most illustrative of the southern portiOn of 
this mountainous tract, and have particularly adverted to the map of 
Credner of G.?t~a as developing with great accuracy the features. of the 
·northern Thurmgerwald. M. Credner having now completed hiS map 
of the whole chain, we had the advantage of consulting it on our last 
excursion. When collated with a general view by the same author 
printed in the ' Transactions of the Academy of Erfurt t.' that map give~ so. clear .a view of the range in question, that the pr.esent co~­
mumcatron m1ght at first si"'ht seem superfluous. But, m truth, It 
is still important to make ou~ foreign contemporaries understand the tru~ application of our insular terms in classifying their older rocks ; 
whilst our countrymen will, we hope, be made to apprehend more 
clearly ~he manner in which the physical divisional lines between ~he 
respectwe palreozoic formations of Germany differ from those whiCh 
hav~ been observed in England. . . VIewed in a geographical sense, the Thuringerwald IS a mountam-
* Zeitschr. Deutsch. Geol. Gesell. Berlin, vol. iii. p. 536. pi. 20 • t Denkschrift der Konigl. Ak. gemeinniitziger Wisliensch. zu Erfurt, 1854. 
VOL. :XI.-PART I. 2 F 
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ous wooded mass, the culminating points of which never exceed 3500 
English feet above the sea, and whose main direction is from N.W. 
to S.E. Its length from the environs of Eisenach on the N.W. to 
~hos~ of Kronach on the S.E. is upwards of sixty miles, and swelling 
m width from a narrow apex on the N.W. it attains a maximum 
width of about twenty miles in its S.E. portion. 
The south-eastern half of this tract is essentially distinct from the 
nor~h-western ; the first or wide part being made up of very ancient 
sedimentary strata, the second of crystalline rocks chiefly eruptive 
and here and the~e of metamorphic character ; whilst the whole is 
surro~nded ~y a gi~dle of Permian rocks, followed by lower mesozoic 
deposits whiCh delmeate the dominant direction of the mountains 
which they subtend. 
Fig. I.-Diagram 8howing the General Succe88ion of the Palmozoic 
Rock8 in the Thuringerwald. Horizontal distance about 12 miles. 
Q 
e. Permlan (Rothe-todte-liegende Zeehstein 
and Sandschiefer). ' ' 
d. Lower Carboniferous. 
c. Upper Devonian, 
b. Lower Silurian (b*, Courses oflimestone), 
a, Bottom rocks. 
Lower Grauv;acke or Cambrian, and Silurian.-The most ancient 
roc~s, as seen m the S. !'hiiringerwal~, consist of greenish talcose 
schists, traversed by wh1te quartz vems, and of ferruginous and 
purple sand~tone, the ~atter much resembling certain rocks of the 
Longmynd m Shropshue. When examined in detail these rocks 
(marked a in the general diagram, fig. 1) exhibit tow~rds the base 
qua;tz rock and dark slaty schist, the latter containing aluminiferous 
sc~1st. These form the lowest courses, as seen in several undu-
latio~s ; the up~er an~ chief part being the greenish slaty rocks above 
mentioned, and 1~ whiCh whetstones occur. In these rocks (" griine 
grauwac~e" of Richter, or "Cambrian" of the British Geological Sur-
vey),,whiCh have all ?een affected by a slaty cleavage, no other organic 
remams except Fucmds (Phycodes circinatus) have been found. 
. These funda_m.enta~ rocks (a), exhibited in masses of· great dimen-
SIOns, and attammg, m the Oberland of Meiningen, elevations of up-
wards. of 3~00 feet ~hove the sea, are covered conformably by the 
d~pos~ts whiCh M. RIChter termed grey grauwacke, an extensive and 
~vers1fied g~oup (b) of slate and sandstone with some courses of alumi-
mferous sch1st (.~rau.e g1·auwacke, dach-schiefer, griffel-schiej'er, &c.), 
the whole of wh1ch IS referable through its fossils to the Lower Silu-
rian. rocks. The section, fig. 1,. merely repre~ents the general suc-
ce~swn. But from the observatiOns of M. RIChter, we believe that 
this fossiliferous Lower Silurian consists in its inferior portion of 
roofing-slates and coarse grits (almost conglomerates), subordinate to 
s.E. 
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which are several beds with Nereites, Orthis resembling 0. grandis, 
Sil. Syst., and Beyrichia complicata, whilst the schists contain many 
Graptolites. Whether there be Fucoids and Annelids in the lowest 
of these strata, or Trilobites, including Ogygim, of the type of 
0. (Asaphus) Buchii, Orthidm, and Graptolites in the central and 
superior portions of the same, we have elsewhere* enumer~te~ a 
sufficient number of fossils to leave no doubt of the true Silunan 
age of these grey-coloured slaty rocks, as recognized by M. Richter. 
In abundance of Graptolites and Annelids the Lower Silurians of the 
Thiiringerwald bear, indeed, a most striking resemblance to the strata 
of the same age in the south of Scotland, which like them repose on 
rocks wherein no remains of animal life have yet been detected. 
It is well worthy of note that several species of the Gr~ptol~tes 
of the Thiiringerwald and adjacent parts of Saxony are 1denhcal 
~ith British and particularly with Scottish types, and are also kn~wn 
m Bohemia, Scandinavia, North America, &c. The larger ?Vere!tes 
and the Protovirgularia dichotoma of this tract are also Identical 
with Scottish types collected by Harkness and com~ared by Salt~r. 
The impure limestone (b+) lies in the upper portiOn ~f the s~r1es, 
and in it and the associated shale are found G1·aptolztes prwdon 
(Ludensis, Sil. Syst.) and other Graptolites,, wi~h Orthoc~ras Bohe-
micum? (0. Ibex), 0. styloideum, and a Crmo1d resemblmg Crota-
locrinus. M. Barrande had suggested that this band might represent 
the base of the Upper Silurian of Bohemia or the lower part of the 
W enlock ; but, judging from any fossils we saw, we are .unable to 
confirm this idea. For, whilst in Bohemia the Graptohte shal~s 
clearly overlie the mass of the Lower Silurian rocks, we know.that. m 
Britain the very same species of Graptolites descend into the mfer10r 
division of the Llandeilo formationt. . . 
All these rocks have a strike from K.E. to S.W., whiCh IS there-
fore at right angles to the geographical axis or watershed of the 
chain, whilst the prevalent dip is to the S.E. It must here, how-
ever, be noted, that slaty cleavage planes are in general so prevalent, 
their dip being persistently to the N.W., that true observations on 
* ' Siluria,' p. 352, 353. 
t Whilst this memoir was passing through the press I received a letter from 
M. Richter, of Saalfeld, in which he states, that in the Lower Silurian slates there 
occur Nereites, Myrianites, Lophoctenium, Ortltis, Orbicula, G_Zadograpsus, Phy-
topsis, Palmophycus, Buthotrephis. In the conglomerates which alter~ate Wit_h 
the N ereite beds are found Beyriclda complicata, Salt.; some undetermmed Tn-
lobites, Orthis redu:c, Barr., 0. testudinaria, Dalm., 0. alternata, ? '.si!. Syst.,' 
O.lata, ib., Leptama sericea, ib., Pentamerus oblongus and P. globosus, 1b., Fe;tes-
te~la s!'bantiqua, D'Orb., Petraia subduplicata, M'Coy, Sarcinula orfl.anum ?, Lmn., 
Nzdul&tesfavus ?, Salt., and a Coral which was sent by me to my ~nend Mr .. Lon~­
dale, who pronounced it to be a Pleurodictyum. M. Richter has smce descnbed It 
as a species distinct from the P. problematicum of the Devonian rocks, and has 
named it P. LoMdalei. M. Richter confirms my view of the absence of all Devo-
nian rocks except the Upper or Cypridina group, which he divi?es into two stages. 
As he has not observed any union between the Upper Devoman and the lowest 
Carboniferous strata, it is probable that there is a break, a~d that the Productus 
limestone and Kieselschiefer (which are present at Hof) bemg abse.nt, the U ~per 
Devonian of Saalfeld is at once succeeded by the equivalent of the Millstone gnt-
or "flretz-leerer Sandstein" of the Germans.-R. I. MuRCHISON, Sept. 15, 1855. 
2F2 
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the real bedding are made with difficulty. Another and a still 
greater impediment to a clear examination of the lie of the strata 
consists in the dense covering of wood and the rare occurrence of 
rocks and open ravines. Even in places where the strata are visib!e, 
the geologist who is not versed in the lines of cleavage may easily 
assume that the latter are laminre of deposit. In truth, the native 
geologists who have treated of these rocks were so deceived, that they 
were led thereby to represent in their earlier works that which would 
amount to a total inversion of all the mountain masses by a dip to 
the N.W., when in reality the strata (though subject to great undu-
lations not represented in our general section) assume a prevalent 
inclination to the S.E. 
Upper Devonian.-The " younger grauwacke" of this region (so 
styled by both Credner and Richter) consists of a union of the 
sub-groups which we term Upper Devonian and Lower Carboni-
ferous. Constituting apparently one physical mass, these formations 
cover transgressively the Lower Silurian rocks, or abut abruptly 
against them (see fig. I, c and tl). In travelling across these strata, 
as exposed in the southernmost portion of the chain, i.e. between 
Koppelsdorf and Steinach, we found unequivocal Upper Devonian 
fossils in the higher strata, associated with limestones, and carboni-
ferous plants of large size in the younger and more arenaceous 
deposits. 
In that district, however, the disturbances have been so great 
(particularly along the banks of the river Steinach), and the strata 
are there so completely inverted, that M. Engelhardt very naturally 
represented as Lower Silurian those limestones which from their 
fossils we now know to be Devonian, and considered the rocks which 
are truly of that age to be Upper Silurian. 
Passing, however, from that convulsed district, the real relations 
of the Devonian rocks of the Thiiringerwald are best seen in the 
environs of Saalfeld, and particularly to the S.E. of that town, where 
they abut against the Silurian in the gorge of the river Saal. There, 
as in all the adjacent parts of Saxony extending by Schleitz to Plauen 
and Hof, there are no equivalents of the Upper Silurian or of the 
Lower or Middle Devonian. In the absence of the Spirifer-sandstone 
of the Rhine, and of the limestone of the Eifel, or their equivalents, 
the limestone, which we are about to describe, and which rests at 
once on the slaty Lower Silurian, is truly Upper Devonian. 
In the undulating region to the east, which has been mapped by 
Naumann and his associates and described by Geinitz, the Upper 
Devonian is much swollen out and distinguished by interpolated 
sheets of igneous rock, the Schaalstein of the Rhine. On this occa-
sion we forbear to enter into a detailed account of such rocks, and 
will now only speak of the Upper Devonian of Saalfeld, as seen in 
the cliffs at Bohlen, and the relation of the deposit to the younger 
strata of the Rotheberg, which we consider to be Lower Carboni-
ferous. (See fig. 2.) 
On quitting the grey Silurian, or truly "grauwacke " region ?f 
Saalfeld, and the tracts to the west and south of that town, and m 
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. h t the traveller suddenly finds himself at the 
proceedmg to { e eas ' l'fli f dark-reddish limestone and calcareous 
foot of lofty ea careous c I 8 0 . f the colour and external 
schist, with many nodules. Judgt?g rom · vin to the east 
aspect of the rocks alone, the ge?logist se:~· ~h:~~n :O~d '~rauwacke ' 
he has left behind hi~ everythmg to :a_ ~~on ston ma~ses, which, 
can be correctly applied, and has ente; r gdulli:ih and greenish 
whether they be red, bro~n? ~errugtnous, ohe has traversed in the 
white, are lithologically diSSimilar. to wh~~nformably certain dark-
loftier hills of the forest. Overlymg un 1 s beds quarried 
'l . h' t th hief strata are ea careou ' 
coloured SI urmn se Is s, e c d' t' · h d by a multitude 
as large flagstones, whose s~rface~ arem~:~~go~~a~k red shale. 
of greyish calcareous concretions, m a . · d undulations in the 
These strata (fig: 2, a) are f~ltd bo:~ ~~~~I river, and are fairly 
course of half a mile on the r;g t a . h brown and black 
surmounted by thin-bedded, hght greems -grey, ' 
schists, and shivery siliceous flags (b)· 
. . . . if the Upper Devonian and 
Fig. 2.-Sectzon showmg the 1elatt~ns o G r e oifthe Saal, near 
the Lower Carboniferous Rock~ tn the 0 '!! 
Saaifeld. Distance about 4 miles. 
Bohlen. Pfaffenbcrg. 
Fault. 
d. Zcchstein, &c. (with traces of Weiss-
liegende). . 
c. I~ower Carboniferous, wtth Plants. 
Relations bidden 
for some distance. 
I'lants. Upp~r b. Flagstones and Cypridina-shalc, with} 
a. Undulations of Cypridina-limestone Devoman. 
and shale. 
The inferior limestones and calcareous schists containh man}'/~s:~· 
which have never been referred to any type except t at w Ic e 
geolou1sts of the Rhine, the brothers Sandberger an~ tF. Rdoe1J?eer, o· t' schis s an 1m -class as Upper Devonian · whilst the concre wna:y . 11 . il stones in which they occ~r are to a great exten! htholo~wa Y ~~~alir 
to the rocks of the western part of the Rhemsh provmces, Y 
called Kramenzel-stein, or ant-stone*· · fi fossil 
It may here be mentioned, that not one true carbo~I eg?sforma 
(no large Productus for example) has been detecte1 ~ diS d feet-
tion which here has certainly a thickness of seve.ra ~n re · 
On the other hand, all the typical ~orms are Devoma:t :Iz. p~~~r~s: 
three species ; Clymenia, ten specieS ~ f!rth?cer~s, d:;c~enincluding 
Goniatites, eight species; and CyprtdtnDt:e m i;· un Th; Cypridina 
the C. serrata-striata of the Rhine and evons I~e. th U er De-
. h' h · ently charactenzes e PP 
serrato-stnata, w IC so pre.em~n d h d' t 'cts of Franconia 
vonian zone in the Rhenish provmces an t e IS rl ' 
d' t R'chter are-Cypridina, 2 sp.; 
* The Devonian fossils of Saalfeld, accor m g. ~~hocer~tites, 13 sp.; Lituites, 
Phacops, 2 sp.; Asaphus?; Bellerophon, 1Gsp.! 't 8 sp . Euomphalus 1 sp.; N t.1 Cl · 10 . omat1 es, ., ' 2 sp.; ~u 1 us, 1 sp. ; . ym~ma, sp . .' and about 12 species of Cardinia, Tere-
Cyathocnnus, l sp. ; Act.Inocrmus, 1 sp. • . . d t' ea! with those described by 
hratula, Avicula, &c. Many of these fossils a.re 1 en 1. 
Count Miinster, from the north flank of the FIChtelgebJrge. 
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adjacent to the Thiiringerwald, and, as we shall presently see, occurs 
in the Harz, is also here so abundant, that the name " Cypridina-
schiefer" is just as applicable at Saalfeld as in the above-mentioned 
tracts. 
A few small plants have been discovered in these schists ; but it is 
specially as we ascend into the upper dirision of this formation 
(fig. 2, b) that fossil plants increase rapidly in number, particularly in 
certain hard, thin, siliceous courses of purplish and greenish sand-
stone. It is in this rock that M. Richter has found so many of the 
peculiar plants which, under the examination of Prof. Unger of 
Gratz, are stated to belong almost entirely to new genera and species. 
Of these, thirty-three species are enumerated as belonging to Cala-
marim, Filice8, Selagine8, and two species to Zamim and Coniferm. 
M. Unger believes that he has discovered in some of these plants a 
structure which indicates that they are prototypes of new genera, 
and possibly of new families, and others which indicate transitions 
between families already known,.. 
Following the strata in ascending order on the left bank of the 
Saal, and after passing over soft schists (the relations of which are 
obscured), we come to deep undulations, in which rocks of a mineral 
character quite unknown in any of the inferior deposits are exposed. 
These beds (c), which are well seen in a ravine around which the 
road winds opposite Teuschnitz, are highly ferruginous, brownish, 
micaceous sandstones, which range from the Rotheberg to the locality 
where we saw the plants. The surfaces of these beds are covered by 
many large plants, distinct from those of the inferior strata. .Among 
them are Calamite8 tran8itioni8, Rothebergia (Megaphyllum) Hollo-
beni, and many others. Such lower carboniferous strata occur also 
in Saxony, particularly at Hainichen Ebersdorf, where coal is worked 
in th~m, and ~rof. Geinitz has described the numerous plants they 
contam as bemg composed of Calamitacem, 3 species ; Filices, 6 ; 
Lycopodiacem, I 0 ; Stigmaria and Sigillaria, 2 ; and seeds of plants, 
2 species. According to Geinitz, one only of these twenty-three 
species is found in the newer and overlying coal fields of Saxony. 
~n. short, all t.he plants last enumerated are now recognized by 
Gemitz as helongmg to the lower coal ; whilst those associated with 
the Cyprid~na-schists, or Upper Devonian, are, as Richter and Unger 
state, peculiar to that band. Here, then, if a transition should be 
traced from one set of beds to the other we see a considerable di-
stinction between. the plants of the one a~d the other group. And, 
althoug~ the decisi':e test of.any inte~mediate represe.ntative of the 
Mountam or Carbomferous Limestone IS here wanting, It was long ago 
proved ?Y Prof .. Sedgwick and one of us, that in the adjacent country 
of Hof, m Bavarm, a Devonian limestone, which we have since ascer-
tai~e.d to .be precisely like that of Saalfeld, from its myriads of Cy-
p~~dtnm, IS at once surmounted by schists, sandstones, and a limestone 
With several species of Producti which are common in the Carbo-
niferous Limestone of Britain. 
* See.' Zur Flora des Cypridinen-schiefers,' von Prof. F. Unger, Berichte 
Aka~. W1ss. W1en, Bd. 12. p. 595. The complete work is about to be published 
by Richter and Unger. 
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. :fi s no art of the Thiiringer-
It must here be stated, though ~t or~ n b~ween the eastern flank 
wald, that all the lower and un~ula!mg regi~d either by Lower Silurian 
of that chain and the Erzgebirge lS occub er Devonian and Lower 
rocks as above defined, or by bands ~fth ;E rocks in contrast to the 
Carboniferous strata. The whole 0 e t exte~t, a geograph~cal 
Thiiringerwald, have preserve~, to .a grea.th their original stnke. 
direction from N .E. to s.~ ., m umson WI rocks of this large trac~, 
Associated with the Devoman and younge\h Fichtelgebirge (their 
the southern limits of which extend up tpo ~ n rocks of Gera and 
b . b · d der the ermia northern edges emg une un t . t lam'Ination of contem-
. b ., · d a "'rea m er Posneck) there IS, as e1ore sai ' l? h . ny parts assumes pre-
, ' · · h whic m ma · 1 poraneous volcamc gnt, or as ' . , f the Rhine. Besides t 1ese, 
cisely the form of the " Schaalst.em 0 trude here and there ; 
certain eruptive rocks, of postenor date, proeous volcanic dejections 
these are quite distinct from the. con:~fer~n them have been thrown 
above mentioned, and the deposits a e. Y1 thi·s wav black Lower d ·a dulabons. n •' · · into countless breaks an rapi un d 0 th ·am occur in juxtapositiOn Silurian slates, with Graptolite8 an / z 'anded to considerable 
to Upper Devonian. The latter, o ten exp ous volcanic materials, 
. h lt t• fcontemporane . t dimensiOns by t e a erna Ion ° . . d other fossils as a 
. . th e Cy_pndznm an fl' t 
and yet contammg e sar;r. ounted by sandstones, nLy 
Saalfeld, are, in some locahtles,. surilie une uivocal fossils of the 
slate, and limes~one, charged With vin al( doubt respecting the 
Carboniferous Limestone ; thus remo g 
true order. . . ate in ascending order, all 
With this carbomferous zone termm h'·th to designated under 
. h. h h G ns have I er f l the formations, w IC t e erma , . f the azoic base o t 1e 
the omnivorous word" Grauwacke; ~G.e:'t !oml si·ve For all these 
h M'll t e n me u · d sedimentary rocks to t e 1 8 on ' t mass in Germany, an ' 
rocks constitute, in a physical sense, one gref l dismembered from 
to a great extent, in France. They are en ~re Y U per Coal-fields of 
all overlying formations, including the gre~ ~r ~ccasion to allude 
England,-a feature to which we shall adgam ha~eh we shall offer a 
. f h H t · an on w 1c in speakmg o t e arz moun ams, . 
general observation or two in our conclusiOns. 
I elation8 of the Palmo-
Fig. 3.-IJiagram exhibiting the gene~·a · r · ~ nn.) 
zoic Rock8 in Saxony • ( Clnefly from auma 
g. Sandsch!efer. \ 
{ Zechstem. l f. Kupfer~schicfer. &c.1.Permian. e, Rothe-todte-Iicgende, * Plant~hcds. 
·r 8 (Floha and Zwickau) • } Geinitz, d. Upper Carbonfl erou (Hainichen-Ebersdorf). 
c. Lower Carbom erous 
b. Devon1an. 
tt. Silurian. 
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In the meantime, attention is directed to section fig. 3 p. 417 
which ~xpl~ins how, in ~he a~ja~ent kingdom of Saxony, the thre~ 
great mfenor groups, VIZ. S1lunan, Devonian, and Lower Carbo-
niferous, ar.e unconformably surmounted by the upper coal, and how 
t~e .lat~er IS followed by the Permian rocks. The clear physical 
distmctJon between the Lower and Upper Carboniferous, which was 
pointed out by Naumann, has since been confirmed by the palreon-
tologicallabours of Prof. Geinitz. 
poal deposits (Kohlen-Gebirge).-~n the Thiiringerwald and the 
adJacent. parts of Saxony and Bavaria, as in Bohemia the strata 
from whi?h coal is extracted overlie in transgressive positions all the 
other anCient rocks. (See.fig. 3) .. In the Thiiringerwald, and those 
plac~s ":here we are ~cquamted With them, such coal deposits consist 
of hghtJsh grey sch1st~, or sh~le, and sandstones, in some of which 
there are numerou~ ~mp!esswns of fossil plants. In none of 
these. tracts has any mdiCatwn yet been discovered of included animal 
remam~, to p~ove that ~hes~ accumulations were formed under the 
sea,. or m marme estuaries hke those of the antecedent Lower Car-
bom~erous rocks, from ~hich .they are so sharply separated .. The 
remams of ~egetables ":1th whiCh they are filled have, it is true, the 
general facws of the riCh. carboniferous flora; but under a critical 
eye, the one set of plants Is found to be distinct from the other in 
some genera, and in nearly all the species. For this fact, particularly 
as relates to Saxony, we are, as already mentioned indebted to the 
recent researches of Prof. Geinitz *. ' 
Whilst on this point, we can scarcely avoid reminding our country-
men, that as yet no geologist has endeavoured to ascertain wheth.er 
or not there be the same marked distinctions between the floras of 
the Lower Carboniferous of Scotland and the overlying great coal-
fields of England, as that which has been worked out in Saxony 
In the Th·· . Id · . 
. unngerwa , as m most parts of Central Germany some ~eolo~sts ~ould indeed prefer to class these grey and dark coaly 
repos~s Wit~ the red conglomerates and sandstones (Rothe-todte-:e~e~ e) whiCh ~verlie them. But, guided by the analogies of Britain 
en b o~;h Amenca, where the coal deposits resting upon the Lower ar on11erous rocks are t · 11 · d 
d . symme nca y umte over enormous areas an unquestionably belo b th · · ' dh ng, Y e1r remams, to the same great epoch 
wffe a ehre to the belief, that most of these small coal deposits broke~ 
o as t ey are fro th · d ' 
t b I d . m e superior re strata of Permian age are still o e c asse With th b ·p ' h . . e car on11erous group By this observation 
o_wever, lt IS not to be inferred that we are. not quite aware of th~ ul~he~~e t cl~rtain t~in co?rses of coaly matter, associated with the 
o e. o te- Iegende Itself m parts of Germany 
Desuous of satisf · 1 • . . int d' . . ymg ourse ves more perfectly on th1s pomt, and 
en mg to rev1s1t tracts where light may be thrown on the question 
:e must re~a~k that, as fa! as our ~nowledge goes, the chief Ger~ 
R afu c~~ d~~tmctly underhes, and 1s never intermixed with the 
: e- 0 te- Iegende, or bottom rock of the Permian rera. Though 
bassi~sarst;~lllungLd~r ~lo(t;al.des Hainichen-Ehersdorfer und des Flohaer Kohlen-
. · · etpztg ~ n·zel), 1854. 
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Credner leaves it to be inferred (in some of the sections accom-
panying his map) that this coal of the Thiiringerwald is conformable 
to the overlying red conglomerate and sandstone, there are tracts, 
even in this region, where the two rocks are unconformable ; and 
Gutbier has shown that this is decisively so in the environs of 
Zwickau. 
At Manebach, near llmenau, several thin seams of coal, the chief 
of which is about three feet thick, are extracted by horizonta~ galle~ies, 
on the east side of a deep valley, from beds of shale overlymg gntty 
sandstone of dark and light colour, the last very thick-bedded, and 
the strata dipping N.E. about 13°. These are traversed and covered 
by rocks of igneous origin. In several spots the intrusive rock is a 
red quartziferous porphyry ; at another place, about a quarter of 
a ~ile ~is!ant, the coaly strata are cut _off by a granite. or granitello, 
whwh, 1f It does not exhibit passages m to porphyry, IS at all events 
of very varied composition, even in the space of a few y~rds. At a 
third point the intrusive rock is a black porphyry (melaphyr~). 
These rocks have all been erupted through the coaly sediment.s, 
and have in great part overflowed them ; for the red porphyry m 
particular forms the mass of the hill capping the coal strata. 
In traversing the northern Thiiringerwald on t~o parallels, we 
observed that the coal strata hardly rose up to pomts of any con-
siderable elevation on the sides of the valleys ; but usually outcropped 
from beneath those red rocks (the Rothe-todte-liegende) and the 
associated porphyries to which we shall presently allude. 
At the southern extremity of the. chain, north o~ Kronach, we had 
the clearest evidences of the coal bemg worked entuely from beneath 
accumulations of the Rothe-todte-liegende, of a ~hickness probab!y 
of 2000 feet, which, being inclined at high angles 111 a great ~e?ess ~n 
the older rocks, permits the coal strata (which are only VISible 111 
partial outcrops) to be worked by shafts o.f moderate depth. 
In visiting two of the spots where coal IS extracted,. we could not 
satisfy ourselves as to the true charact~r of the stra~~ whiCh there form 
the base of the coal deposit. Accordmg to M. Buttner of Kronach, 
one of the superintendents of these works, the lowest carbonaceous 
rock, abutting against the "Younger Gr~uwa~ke'.' (there Upper 
Devonian and Lower Carboniferous rocks), IS a Jasp1dean. c~aystone, 
which is followed upwards by a sort of conglomerate contammg frag-
ments of older porphyry. The immed~ate supp~rt, however, of the 
coal-bearing strata is a whitish coarse grit, not unhk~ o~e of the beds 
near Ilmenau. Associated with the coal, and formmg Its roof, there 
is a finely laminated indurated shale, in parts resem~ling the "black 
bat," so well known in Staffordshire and other English coal fields. 
At Stockheim and Neuhaus, which we visited, and where the coal 
is raised in a shaft about 250 feet deep, the chief bed of coal was 
estimated .at about 12 or 14 feet in thickness. The coal strata 
are much disturbed and inclined at angles varying from 80° to 25°, 
60° to 50°, and th~nce to 25° n:ar the surface, where they underliP 
th~ R~the-todte-liegende or red rock. It is probabl~ that p~rt ot: 
th1s thwkness may be in great measure due to an oblique sectiOn of 
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the chief carbonaceous band. Again, we observed that by far the 
larger part of the mineral which was brought up in the shaft was not 
true.coal! but scaly bituminous shale. The coal being carefully picked 
up m pieces whiCh seldom exceeded the fist in size, and usually 
much smaller, was packed in neat new small barrels of wood as 
?arefully as herrings are stowed awa~ at a fishing station,-so g~eat 
IS the valu~. set upon .the .combustible, when transported from its 
natural position to .the mterwr of Bavaria. At N euhaus where the 
pits are sunk in .a deep depressio~ from beneath an es~arpment in 
the Rothe-todte-hegende, the coal IS extracted in larger and cleaner 
fragments. 
0~ t~e whol~, it was manifest that the coal strata around the 
Thurmg1an ch~m, wherever we examined them, had been broken 
throu!?h and d1sturb~d by those igneous rocks which played a still 
more Important part ~n the older portion of the following or Permian 
rera, the strat.a of whiCh ar~ so ~normously developed in and around 
these mountams, and espeCially m their northern portion. 
Permian Deposits of the Thiirin9erwald. 
Rothe-todte-liefJende.-~ great contrast is visible between the grey 
and dark .coal s~rata of whiCh we have taken leave and the overlying 
red deposits, whiCh, under the name of Rothe-todte-liegende occupy 
so l.arge a par~ of this region. (See fig. 4, p. 424.). Judging from 
their fine lai~unation and their imbedded fossil plants, the former 
ha;e unquesti?n~bly resulted from tranquil deposition under water, 
probably fluviat~le or lacustrine; whilst the latter, which we now 
proceed t? consider, have been formed in a period of turbulence 
accompamed by the extrusion of much igneous matter ' 
Th.e great red formation named the Rothe-todte-liegende has been 
d~scnbed b~ so many German authors, that it is unnecessary to 
dilate upon Its s~ructure. We would, however remark that much 
as we have examn~ed t~e d~p?sit in different r'arts of Germ~ny, we 
kno:w. of n_o tract m. whiCh It IS oflarger vertical dimensions or is so ~xhibited .~n. mountamous masses and on the sides of deep ravines as 
m the Thurmgerwald. 
The ~hief ~ev~lopment of the deposit is seen in the northern half of 
the cham. I~ IS smgularly :well displaye~, for example, both in quarries 
and on ~he sides of the high road leading to Frankfort, immediately 
above Eisenach, and on the flanks of the hill on which the convent 
and castle of W artzburg stand, once the residence of Luther 
It is indeed to be st~died in. so. m~ny localities, whethe; on the 
fl~nks of the .northern ndge or m Its mterior, where it is associated 
With. por_Phyms, that M. Credner' s map and the excellent roads both 
lon~It.u~mal and transversal will lead every traveller to numerous 
exhibitions of the rock. 
.Though argillac~ous and thick-bedded sandstones of dark red bric~ colour are chiefly exposed at the base of some of the natural 
sections ":here the deposit overlies the coal strata, and whilst such 
finely levigated red substance forms the matrix of many of the 
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coarser beds, the dominant features of the formation, particularly of 
its middle and upper members, are the so-called conglomerates. 
These great bands, often of vast thickness, ought, strictly speaking, 
to be termed breccias, particularly near Eisenach. For, whatever be 
the included material, whether quartz rock, mica schist, old por-
phyry, granite, or greywacke slate, the fragments are usually angular; 
none of them presenting the aspect of h.aving been rolled on a beach 
or rounded by the action of the waves. However these angular or 
subangular pieces were accumulated, the impression left on the mind 
of the observer is, that they were got together in a very rapid and 
tumultuous manner. 
The movements, however by which they were aggregated were 
clearly suspended and repe~ted many times; the intervals of qui-
escence ~llowing of those deposits of finely triturated red s~nd and 
mud whiCh alternate with the coarse and subangular breccm. In 
the granitic breccia under the W artzburg, it is curious to remark (as 
pointed out to us by Professor Senft of Eisenach), that the included 
granite fragments in one of the several courses which we observed to 
alternate with beds of sand and shale have been derived from a rock 
no longer visible in the chain of the Thiiringerwald, but which was 
doubtless a mass once near at hand-probably just beneath the very 
breccia that has been made out of it. It is a granite containing 
pericline and black mica. 
These angular breccias and conglomerates, with their ass?ciat~d 
sandstones, are of gigantic dime1~sions, and have been bored mto m 
fruitless searches after coal to a depth of about 2500 English feet ! 
Their chief mineral characteristic is their intimate association with 
huge masses of porphyry, some of which have manifestly been 
emitted coincidently with the formation of the breccias. So intimate, 
indeed, is the association, that here, as in many tracts of Germany, it 
is occasionally most difficult to disentangle that which may be termed 
a true eruptive rock from bands of breccia in which other fragments 
of altered schistose and the older sedimentary rocks are mixed up. 
This is peculiarly the case where the porphyritic matter has over-
flowed and has been extended horizontally. 
An examination of this chain proves, that the northern Thiiringer-
wald has been penetrated at almost countless points by porphyries of 
various characters, and of which M. Credner distinguishes about six 
varieties in the red or quartziferous porphyry alone. True mela-
phyre (or the so-called black porphyry) is ~Is? abundant. . 
I~ would appear that rocks of igneous. ongm have peJ?etr.ated this 
cham from a very early period. Thus, m the Lower S1lunan slates 
we meet with greenstone, granite, and an ancient red porphyry, t~e 
last-mentioned being in fact the rock whose frag;ments are found. m 
the Coal-measures and Rothe-todte-liegende. 1hese old eruptive 
masses are said by M. Credner to be limited to the Silurian and not 
to enter into the Devonian strata -a point on which we have not yet 
satisfied ourselves. ' 
Hypersthene rocks are seen to rise through the Upper Carboniferous 
layers and to have greatly altered them : but it is only on ascending 
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to the R.othe-todte-liegende that we are surrounded on all sides 
with porphyry, and as this period of turbulence was followed by 
one of beach action and quiescent marine deposits, to which we 
shall presently advert, it is quite manifest, that all the breccias and 
coarse conglomerates, however composed of mixed materials, were 
formed during a period of igneous action, perhaps more intense than 
any to which aa appeal can be made in the history of other German 
formations. In fact, it was in this, the earlier part of the Permian 
rera, that those grand eruptions took place from N.E. to S.W. which 
obscured the ancient physical direction of the rocky and slaty masses 
that trend from N.E. to S.W., and determined the axis or watershed 
to be at right angles to the original outline of the ridges. 
As we shall have to speak of a similar phrenomenon in the Harz, 
we reserve for awhile our inferences concerning the condition of the 
earth's surface during the tumultuous period of the earlier of the 
Permian deposits, when such vast physical changes occurred. 
In the meantime we may indeed truly say, with M. Credner, that 
the _north.ern portion of 1;he ~hiiringerwald is essentially a porphyritic 
cham ; smce nearly all Its highest central summits, from the Kahle 
Berg and ~he lnsels?erg, the latter 3096 English feet, to the Schnee 
~opf or highest pomt, about 3300 English feet above the sea, con-
Sist of. red porphyries, which ranging from N.E. to S.W. constitute 
w~at Is loca~ly termed the R.enn~teig or central ridge, which deter-
mmes the axis or watershed to whiCh all the rock-masses of the chain 
have in a geographical sense been rendered subordinate. 
N ~ o~g~nic remains ha':e bee~ found in the R.othe-todte-liegende of 
the 'lhurmgerwald,, ~s might mdeed be expected from the mineral 
structure and condition of the rocks, except certain hard silicified 
stems of fossil plants, P&aronit:e, &c. 
In the environs o~ Zwickau, Chemnitz, Dresden, &c., however, 
where very finely lammated claystones are intercalated in the middle 
of the conglomerate series, Colonel Gut bier has collected and described 
about sixty species of Calamarit:e, Filice&, Selagine& and Conifert:e · 
of. these forty are consi?ered by the a~thor to be pe~uliar to the Per: 
mmn, t~ree o~ them bemg also found m the Permian group of Russia 
( Calamtte& gtga&, SP,henopter!8 ero&a, _and S. lobata). On the other 
hand, seven of the sixty speCies descnbed are considered to be forms 
known in the Coal-measures*. 
In relation to th~ adjacent region of Saxony, we think it right 
h_ere to allude to varwus outbursts of porphyry, and to wide exten-
SI~ns. of the R.o~he-todte-liegende and its subjacent coal strata, as 
existmg near Zw1ekau, Chemnitz, and other parts of Saxony, where 
the coal, on the au~hority of Prof. Geinitz, lies invariably beneath 
ev.ery stratum to whiCh the term " R.othe-todte-liegende" can be ap-
phed. In these tracts, as well as in the environs of Dresden the lower 
division of the . red rocks is composed of sandstones and' shale, and 
the upper portwn alone near D~esden (according to Geinitz) is a 
coarse conglomerate. In traversmg the country from Freiberg to 
* Versteineru!1g~n des Permischen Systemes in Sachsen, von A. v. Gutbier. 
Dresden and Le1pstg, 1849. 
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Dresden, we were much struck with a natural section which e~hibits 
the intimate dependence of this coarse conglomerate upon contiguous 
eruptions of porphyry. On quitting th~ plateau of t_he so-called 
" gneiss" of Freiberg (a crystalline stratified rock, :whiCh we have 
elsewhere speculated upon as being probably nothmg more than 
metamorphic Silurian *,and which is penetrated here and there b~ 
granite), we passed over a great breadth of red porfhyry, on th 
western boundary of which, and in the deep gorge ?f fharandt, the 
igneous rock is exposed in towering pinnacles, and IS clearly seen ~0 
have penetrated the gneiss, which extends eastwards to near the VIl-
lage of Hainsberg. On approaching the latter place~ po~erful ?on-
glomerates of the R.othe-todte-liegende ar~ seen restmg IJ?- mclm:d 
positions on the eastern flank of th~ gneiss and .c~ystallu~e _roct~; 
These conglomerates which are considered by Gemitz to he m . 
upper part of the fo;mation are made up essentially of the gneisS 
and granite of the adjacent 'hills through which the porp~yry ~as 
risen up and have therefore directly resulted from that mtr~Ive 
igneous ;gency. The blocks are often of several feet diameter, an on, 
the whole the mass reminded us much of the coarse congl~merate ot 
the Old red sandstone on the north flank of the Ord of Cmthness. 
In the deep ravines E. of Dresden, leading i~t? the Pl~uenscked 
grund into which in company with Prof. Gem1tz, we esceu e 
from plateaus of dverlying horizontal sandstones of ~he C~etac~?'Y 
group we examined other rocks of the R.othe-todte-he~en e w IC 1 
there 'overlie the coal, and saw the following desc~ndmg order~; 
I. Conglomerate. 2. Variegated deep red shale w~th green sp . · 
3. Pink-coloured porphyry, which, though a true Ign~ous r~.c~ ~s 
.as regularly stratified and jointed as the red strata w1th "! IC It 
alternates. It is the "Schlam-lava" of Geinitz, and offers m tr~th 
the most perfect evidence of having been a coulee for~ed _durmg 
the agglomeration of the Rothe-todte. Th~s far ~he sectiou lS open 
to view on the side of the hills ; the remamde~ IS known thro~gh 
the sinkings for the underlying coal. Accordmg to -~h~ workmg 
plan of a very intelligent manager 0 Cthe works at Hami~hen, the 
shafts passed down through about 500 feet of other _massive alter-
nations of the R.othe-todte, alternating with porphyrws, before the 
first traces of coal were reached. The best bed of coal has a 
thickness of about 3 feet, and was first worked at a depth ~f 
158 lachter or about 1100 English feet. It was soon lost .m th.Is 
its first and horizontal position, and was sub~equently regamed m 
a highly inclined po&ition on the slope of the hill, 48. la~hter bene~th 
the upper level. When we visited the spot another smkmg was bemg 
made somewhat lower on the hill side, through 800 feet of the R.othe-
todte to win the coal in a deeper part of the valley. The works in 
the Plauensche-grund leave therefore no room to doubt, that whilst 
the coal strata were here originally quietly deposited on gneiss and 
other ancient rocks, they were subseq~wntly_ penetra!ed by eruptions 
of porphyry accompanied by great dislocatwns,_ whiCh broke up the 
carboniferous rocks and left them at the very different levels and at 
* ' Siluria,' p. 361. 
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the various angles of inclination which they present to the miner ":~o 
explores them. This tract offers clear evidence, that the porphyr~tiC 
eruptions were not only violent, but successive and numerous durmg 
the period of the Rothe-todte-liegende, and that they overflowed strata 
of that formation in the form of submarine coulees. Here also, as 
indeed in many other parts of Central Germany, we lea~n how these 
dejections of contemporaneous porphyry and amygdaloid have. b~en 
occasionally so mixed up with pebbles and sand of the then ex1stmg 
sea, as to render it difficult in such cases to decide whether the stra-
tum should be considered as one of igneous or of aqueous origin. In 
aU such extreme examples, however, the geologist who is seeking 
after a truthful explanation of the works of nature will admit that 
such strata are not to be dogmatically defined by one mineral term 
only, but that, like the volcanic grit or ash of earlier periods, they are 
to be viewed as true indications of the internal heat of the crust, which, 
in bursting forth repeatedly, gave rise to those peculiar deposits which 
resulted from a combination of subaqueous and volcanic causes. 
, 
Weiss- or Grau-liegende-Kupfer-schiefer-Zechstein, ~c. 
Weiss-liegende.-The sandstones, breccias, and conglomerates of 
which we have just spoken are succeeded in this region, as in many 
other parts of Germany, by a band differing from all beneath it in 
its light grey or whitish colour, as derived from a quantity of pebbles 
of white quartz in a grey paste. This is truly a conglomerate made 
up of rounded small stones, which present all the appearance of having 
been formed by waves upon a shore. Since it forms the natural base 
of the Copper-slate, the miners necessarily applied to it the name of 
"liegende," as underlying the productive mineral stratum. This bed 
or band (for it varies in thickness from 3 or 4 feet to 30 or 40) may 
be properly considered the base of the Zechstein or Magnesian lime-
stone division of the Permian rocks, since in it, after ascending through 
the siliceous strata of the Rothe-todte-liegende, we first find calcareous 
matter beginning to show itself, and with it a few rare fossils. 
Fig. 4.-Diagram showing the Succession of the Permian Rocks on the 
Flanks of the Thuringerwald. Horizontal distance about 4 miles. 
d. Lower Bunter. c6. Sandschiefer. 1 a. Coal-strata (Upper Coal). 
c4, Upper Zechstein (Dolomite). p. Porphyry. 
t•3. Lower Zechstein. Permian 
c2. Kupfer-schiefer. Rocks. · 
cl, Weiss-liegende. 
b. Rothe-todte-liegende. J . 
~he .accompanying diagram (fig. 4) shows the position of this 
W eiss-hegende, c1 ; and the open section in which we best saw it, as 
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. W f th ·nage of Schmerbach, not 
there represented, IS to the S. · 0 e VI • r ts on unequi-
far distant from W H;ltershaus~n near ,Yotha, t~:~e ~~d e~reen spotted 
vocal Rothe-todte-hegende, m the 1orm o 
sandstones, flagstones, &c. e also examined the ex-
Kupfer-schiefer.-At the sa~e p~ace, ~lack schist called Kupfer-
posure of the justly cele~rated b~tum~~~~s followed from its outcrop, 
schiefer (fig. 4, C2), which baYing . has been worked from 
like that which. is repres~nted m the ~~g~~~h extensive districts of 
beneath overlymg deposits througho 1 h'b't'ng a thickness of Central Germany. Though here on Y ~~ a_;~ned in its position 
about 5 feet, this black schist is mosh!~/ the overlying bands of 
between the grey pebbly rock bene?-J at this spot but we found 
limestone. The schist is little cupn ~ro~s ~ .1 fishes.' in it many fragments of the characteristicthossKupfer-schiefer follow 
Zechstein and Sandschiefer.-:Above (: 4 cs) on which the 
thin stratified layers of _marly hmesto~e onfain 'the Productus hor-
thick masses of Zechsteu~ repW~ t~~~ ~teral extension this forma-
ridus and many other fossils. I t some of which are more 
tion assumes varied minera~ c?arac ~r~~ localities than in others. 
decisively impressed upo~ It ~ ~er Heiligenstein and Seebach to 
Thus, extendin~ from Eisenac YKoni see, and Saalfeld, on t?e 
Schmerbach, Fischbach, Ilm~n?-u, 0 ~ Altenstein, Liebenstem, 
north-eastern flank of th~ c am,-K~onach on the south-western 
Herges, Eisfel~, and. Ha!ch near up into, and is often entirely 
flank, the ordma~ hmes.one pa~~·~e dolomite. This dolomite, in 
represented '?Y• thiC~ masse~ of d as well as in the adjacent marly 
which orgamc re~ams ar~ oun ' cliffs articularly around Lie-limest~ne, forms h~ghlylicturfs~~ich ;r! frequently marked by 
benstem, the vertical. ac~s 0 ive caverns occasionally con-
natural openings le!ldmg fmhto . exi~~~s the remains of extinct fossil 
taining in the detntus o t err 
mam~al{a. . th' d hiefly where the rock is a dolomite, that 
It IS a so m IS zone, an c h'ch so characterize the German Zech-
the great gypseous masses w 1 • k 
. d of these we shall have occasiOn to spea more at 
stem occur ; an R I h · len th in treating of the region of the .. ~rz. n t e regiOn now 
g · the largest natural exhrbrtwns of these gypseous 
under revrew, · 1' · d' t 1 t th t f 
. hich came under our notice re 1mme Ia e y o e eas . o 
rocks lwd the foot of the lofty escarpments of the overlymg Saalfe , or near 
Bunter-Sandstein. h 1 f 
A Rh · h ds brunnen east of Got a, a arge mass o gypsum, t em ar - ' · h' hl ll' 
· b er1ed out by a gallery, rs here so rg y crysta me which has een °P h f th Gl · h hl ) 
d t that it forms (under t e name o e as- o e an transparen , d t · t * 
b. f t ttraction and won er to numerous ourrs s . an o ~ect o grea a . b h h "b · " 
I · a1 b marked that rron ores, ot t e raun-ersen tis soto ere • ·· U 
d th · t'res are extracted from the dolomrtiC or pper an spa ose varie , 
"' Her Majesty the Queen visited this splen~id cavern in 1845, ~nd H.R.H. 
Prince Albert transmitted some magnificent spe~rmens of the crystallrzed gyp.s~m 
to England, one of which is to be seen in the mmeralogrcal gallery of the Bnt1sh 
Museum. 
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Zech~tein at }\amsdorf near Saalfeld, where they occupy two beds, 
described by Richter *. 
The. nat~ral . capping of the great masses of the Zechstein and 
Dolom1te ~VIth Its gJ:psu_m consists of the regularly bedded brown-
coloured Impure fetid limestone, called Rauch-kalk in which the 
characteristic fossils of the formation cease. ' 
According to the classification proposed by one of us, there are, 
however, yet ~ome other ove:lying beds (fig. 4, c;) which form the 
natural summit of the Perm111n rocks, but which have hitherto been 
classed. by German geologists with the Bunter-Sandstein or base of 
the Tr~as. ~n numerous se~tions they are indeed seen to lie in the 
same ndge with the Zechstem and to constitute its cap. They are 
the .lowest part ?nly of the Bunter-Mergel of Credner (also Sand-
schi.efer or Sand1ge Mergel-Schiefer of that author), and are finely 
lamu:~a~ed and sandy marlstone, occasionally exhibiting a mineral 
transitiO.n throu~h their calcareous contents into the underlving 
Zechstem on whiCh they repose. • 
We have for some years thought that the Bunter-Sandstein of 
Central ~ermany ought fairly to be deprived of this inferior member, 
because 1t has . never offeyed any 1'riassic fossil, whilst it has been 
found ~o conta~n a Calam1te more allied to the palreozoic than to the 
mesozoiC deposits, and also because it is physically and mineralogically 
connected with the Zechstein. But these reasons could not alone 
have led t.o our including this band (fig. 4, cs) as the upper limit of 
the Perm1a~, had. not our snrvey of Russia taught us, that over 
very extenswe regzons, the fauna and jlora-i. e. reptiles and land 
plants of true Permian characters, and which are characteristic 
of the Zeehstein zone of Germany_-aseend in Perm, Orenburg, 
Kazan, o/c., far above that zone mto red sandstones, marls, and 
conglomerates. In that vast country, where there are no inversions 
of th~ strata, and where ~he beds are nearly horizontal, there can be 
?o mistake. Hence, until some fossil evidence shall invalidate our 
mference rounded on such good proofs, physical and zoological, we 
shall contmue to class th~ unfossiliferous bottom rocks of the hitherto 
so-called Bunt~r-Sand.stem of Germany with the Permian group. In 
fact, our Engl~sh sect~ons of th_e true Permian series where it is best 
d_evel~ped, as m ~ottmghamshue and Yorkshire, sanction this clas-
sification. ~n h1s excellent memoir on the Magnesian Limestone, 
~rof. SedgwiCk has show~, not only how the Lower Red Sandstone 
1s ~urmounted by the eqmvalents of the Kupfer-schiefer and Zech-
stem, but. also how t~e last-~entioned is capped by red and green 
marls, wh1~h he assoCiated with the subjacent calcareous masses t. 
The !oss1ls of ~he Ze(\hstein have been su long studied by German 
nat~rahsts, that 1f such were our object, we should have to refer to a 
variety of wo~k~ for a c?mplete acquaintance with them. Recently 
Professor Ge1mtz described many new species, and subsequently 
M. v. Schauroth t has added other forms new to science, and has con-
* Einladungs-Programm der Realschule, &c. (p. 21), 1853 Saalfeld. 
t Trans. Geol. Soc. Lond. 2nd ser. vol. iii. p. 37. ' 
:i: Zeitschrift, Deutsch. Geolog. Gesell., Band vi. p. 539. 
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eluded his memoir with a valuable table, in which all the species 
of plants from Algre to Coniferre, and of animals from Zoophytes 
through Molluscs and Crustaceans to Fishes and Reptiles, which are 
common to Germany, Great Britain, and Russia, are specially marked, 
~y this comparison we learn, that out of one hundred and thirty-
eight species known in Germany, sixty-nine or one half are British 
forms; twenty of these German species being found in those vast 
eastern provinces of Russia, whence the name of Permian was derived. 
In short, we see in the Permian that which is common in our own 
Isles throughout the palreozoic rocks and on which we have pre-
viously dwelt, _viz. that ~ach natural g;oup is char!lcterized by a c~n­
tral mass of limestone, m which the fossils prevml, and from whiCh 
they diminish upwards and downwards as the rocks pass into sands, 
shale, or other strata void of or slightly charged only with calcareous 
matter. 
In the Permian rocks, then, of the Thiiringerwald and other parts 
of Germany, we consider the Zechstein to be their calcareous centre ; 
for the rera of the Rothe-todte-liegende was, on the whole, too turbu-
lent and its sediments too much charged with iron oxides to lead us 
to look in them for any good examples of orgm~ic remains. In fact, 
a very few fragments of plants, including the well-known stems of 
Ferns called Psaronites, are all that we usually detect in the deposit, 
though in certain localities where the physical conditions have been 
favourable, as in the claystone between. the conglomerates in the 
environs of Zwickau and in two or three spots in Saxony, an abundant 
flora has rewarded the researches of Colonel Gutbier *. 
Now, in Russia, the physical conditions do not exist which in. 
Germany satisfactorily account for the restriction of the fossils to one 
calcar.eous zone. In the first place, there is no great coarse conglo-
merate or trappoid breccia beneath the limestones, but simply some 
grits and sandstones with plants, &c. Again, the calcareous matter, 
instead of being confined to one zone, reoccurs even in the form of 
limestone at several levels (bands of red and variegated sandstone 
being interlaminated), whilst the whole of the limestone is crowned by 
coarse conglomerates and sandstones infinitely more resembling the 
Rothe-todte-liegende than any of the subjacent strata. It is in this 
upper band that the remains of reptiles belonging to the group of 
Protorosauri have been found, which in Germany is found beneath 
the limestone. It is, indeed, in these overlying sandstones and con-
glomerates that most of the plants of the Permian or quasi-Carbo-
niferous type occur, the same upper zone being also that which is so 
extensively charged with copper ore, that mineral being in Germany 
invariably beneath the limestones. 
From these evidences, therefore, which are positive, and are not 
discountenanced by any data in Germany, we adhere to the classifica-
tion of the Permian group as originally defined by Murchison and his 
associates De V erneuil and Keyserling. 
* Out of sixty species of these Permian plants, forty are peculiarly Permian, 
aud of these several are identical with forms brought from strata which lie above 
all the Zechstein bands in Russia. See Verst. Perm. Systm. in Sachsen, Heft 2. 
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Base of the Mesozoic or Secondary Rocks, viz. the 1'rias.-With-
on~ havi~g any prete~sion to describe the older Secondary rocks or 
Tnas w_~I.ch on all sides overlie the palreozoic rocks of the chain of 
the Thunngrrwald, and occupy all the interjacent country extending 
nort~wards to _the Harz, we can scarcely avoid calling the notice of 
Enghsh geologists to some of their leadin"' features. 
. We have already said that no animal ~emains have been detected 
m the Lower Bunter-Sandstein which forms the base of the Trias of 
the. German ~eologists. Nor_ are we aware of any such remains 
havmg been d1scovere_d, except m the upper division of the formation 
and not far beneath Its junction with the' lower strata of the Mus-
chelkalk. 
W~erever the sandstone has been found to be fossiliferous, whether ~~ ~lb':rghau~en near Coburg, where the celebrated footprints of 
e ez~otherzum are fo~nd, or at any locality which has yielded t~e remams of large Sauri~ns. (T1·ematosaurus, Capitosaurus, Meto-
pw_s, Nothosaurus, &c.), It 1s the superior band of sandstone in 
w;wh they are found,-a rock which is separated by a vast thickness 
o str~ta from. the Zechstein deposit and its natural capping. All 
these mt~rmedmte ~trata of the so-called Bunter-Sandstein, in which 
no remams of fossils have been detected constitute therefore what n;-us~ at least _be called debateable grou~d by all geologists who 
\assify formatwns according to their imbedded remains. Nor can 
t. e field ob~erver who may work out his inductions by the colloca-
tion a?-d mmeral character of the rocks offer any good reason for a~tachmg these intermediate red sandstones to the Trias above rather 
t an _topthe ~ermi~n below them. For, as has been already' shown 
certam ermmn ammals d 1 t · h' h . ' d an P an s nse Ig mto those red sandstones 
an conglomerates which in Russia lie above the Zechstein. 
f: As far, therefo~e, as evidences go, they are, I repeat, entirely in havo~r of our ,P~acmg the upper limit of the Permi.an higher than it 
halsd een pr?VISionally drawn ; since if the Russian analogy is found to o good m Germa · t · 
.1 ny, our associa es 1n that country must neces-s~rihy hseparate . all the Lower Bunter from the Trias and class it 
Wit t e Permian Eve h " . 
th · n w en we reter to mmeral characters and e nature of the phys · 1 . 1ca sequence, we can find m Germany no 
reason whatever ~or placing the lower limit of the Trias where it 
now stands accordmg to native authors If l'th 1 · 1 d' t' t' be a ealed · I o og1ca 1s me Ions 
( P,P 1 t?, we see good spotted sandstones red white and green partwu arly I S ) b h b 1 ' ' ' h'b't' , h n ax~ny • ot e ow and above the Zechstein, thus 
ex I 1 mg t e Perm1an as a Lower or p l · T · N th p · a a!Ozozc rzas. 
ow, e erm1an, which is thus a Lower Trias is everywhere thro~hout G~rman~ compl~tely conformable to the original and s~p~{J~~ent Tr~as, whic~, havmg the great and widely extendrd Mus-
e de a as a ~entral limestone between two formations of sand and 
re ~arl, was JUstly so named. 
Without a break, and without the trace of eruptions which per· forati~g the lower strata, have spread out ~heir coul£!e8,' cinder;, and 
ashes m thos~ contemporaneous sheets whiCh abound in the subja-
cent palreoz01c rocks, the highest Permian strata, i. e. from the 
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Zechstein upwards, graduate insensibly by mineral characters. into 
the Lower or unfossiliferous Bunter, or the Uppermost Permmn of 
our sections. The next overlying mass, which we consider to be the 
real Bunter, with its upper courses containing fossils, gypsum, and 
some calcareous matter, forms the true natural-history base of the 
original Trias. Then comes the Muschelkalk with its lower band of 
~hin wavy or un~ulating ftaggy limestone,_ kno_w~_as "'Yellenkalk," 
Its central mass with gypsum, and itR super10r diVlSIOn a hmestone ;-
each locally characterized by certain species of fossils. Lastly, we 
have the Keuper marls and sandstones, with a base called Letten-
Kohle (from certain thin layers of carbonaceous matter contained in 
it), a middle band with gypsum, and a third or Upper Sandstone on 
which the Lias rests. 
Whilst all this Triassic group has, through its imbedded f~ssils, 
whether. animal or vegetable, a community of cha.racter: the dommant 
t~pes bemg found in its great calcareous centre (mcludmg man;y Sau-
rmns and Fishes and a rich invertebrate fauna), there are not m the 
whole group any forms identical with what existed a~ the_ close of the 
Palreozoic rera. An entirely new creation succeeded m this _firs~ stage 
of Mesozoic succession ; and yet this won~erful change I? hfe was 
unaccompanied by any visible interference ~1th the regu~ar m~rement 
of submarine and estuary matter, and w1thou~ any d1slo~atlo~s or 
disturbances of the successive sea-bottoms in wh1ch the fossil ammals 
are imbedded. 
We have dwelt pointedly on this great ~eature ?f ge~logy in other 
works*, bu~ we revert to it specially on thr_s occa_swn, smce, as far as 
we know, there are no tracts in Europe m whiCh the confor~able 
succession of the uppermost palreozoic and t~e. lowest mesozow, as 
characterized by distinct relics, is so well exhibited as on the _flanks 
of the Thiiringerwald, and in the region lying between tha_t cham and 
the Harz,-a vast trough, in which the grand undulatwns of the 
Trias are so clearly exposed. 
PART II. 
THE HARz.-Long as the Harz Mountains have been explored by 
naturalists, and well as their mineral composition and fractures are 
known, through the labours of Von Buch, Hausmann, and others, 
their true geological history is yet far from complete. Referring little 
to the numerous mineralogists who formerly wrote on this small but 
highly diversified. excres?enc~ on the surface of Northern Germ_ any 
before its palreoz01c classification was attempted, we can now do httle 
more than offer some additions to a memoir written in the year 1839, 
and published in the Geological Transactions by Sedgwick and Mur-
chison. In that Memoir it was shown, for the first time, that a large. 
portion of its so-called "grauwacke and quartz rocks" was of no 
higher antiquity than our British Lower Carboniferous deposits, and 
was the true equivalent of the "Culm" series of sehists, limestones, 
and grits of Devonshire ;-that a great mass beneath the above, 
* See particularly ' Russia in Europe,' vol. i. p. 582; ' Siluria,' p. 464. 
2G2 
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consisting of limestone and ~ehists, _was of the same age . as ~hose 
strata to which we had then JUSt assigned the name Devoman , and 
the belief was expressed that, whilst certain shelly sandstones (Ram-
melsberg near Goslar) probably stood in the place of t~e uppermost 
Silurian, the rocks occupying the south-easter~ portion o~ t~ese 
mountains and in which at that time a very few Imperfect Trilobites 
only had been found, would prove to be am~ng the oldest in the. chain. 
Though it formed no part of that earher sketch to descnb~ the 
secondary deposits which range along the northern flank of the ndg_e, 
still as on two different occasions the authors had cast a rap1d 
gen~ral glance over them, they indicated some of their chief dislo-
cations and remarkable inversions of order. They also treated of the 
probable periods at which the granite of the Brocken and other 
igneous rocks around that mountain had been erupted. 
At that time, however, the " Zechstein " was classed with the 
Secondary rocks, and not grouped, as it has since been, with the 
"Rothe-todte-liegende," so as to constitute that which one of us 
has since termed "Permian." 
A notice like the present, which is brought before the Geological 
Society after an interval of fifteen years, must necessarily indicate 
other features and new bases of classification, the result of recent 
researches and comparisons. At the same time, it is due to Prof. 
Sedgwick and his coadjutor to state, that their views regarding the 
"Culm" strata and the underlying Devonian limestones and schists, 
as well as their opinion that the south-eastern portions of the Harz 
were older than the western limits, have all proved to be correct. 
In short, the general order of superposition of the strata, since called 
"palreozoic," which was then indicated, is accurate. The . on~y 
changes made are palreontological, not stratigraphical, and consist m 
the application to the Harz of that portion of the classificati~n by 
organic remains, established in the Rhenish provinces by Ferdmand 
Roemer and the brothers Sandberger, whereby the sandstone char~ed 
with large "Spirifers" has been abstracted from the Upper Silurmn 
of the original sketch alluded to and classed as "Lower Devonian," 
a change, which has, indeed, been long ago adopted by ourselves and< 
all geologists. 
In the present communication we shall therefore in the first 
instance simply attempt to give a general sketch and fill up some 
lacunre of detail in the distribution of the palreozoic rocks of the 
Rarz ; leaving it to native geologists to complete what is still want-
ing, a full illustration of this convulsed, mineralized and metamor-
phosed region,-a task which, however difficult of accomplishment, 
has been commenced by M. Adolf Roemer, by the publication of a 
geological map. 
General view of the order in which the Pala3ozoic Rocks succeed 
each other in the Har.z.-In a tract so perforated by igneous rocks 
of various characters, and where, as we approach the chief axis, or 
that of the Brocken, even the carboniferous or culm rocks are often 
in a crystalline condition and in inverted positions, it is hopeless to . 
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1 ion of the strata. Nor 
look for clear evidences of the genera suc~ess f order in the highly 
can we expect to find . satisfactory proo di o thal by Andreasberg 
mineralized masses which range . frof ve:us different age lie fre-
towards Hasselfeld,, :where depositsfi o hi hly altered, and enclose 
quently in juxtaposrtwn, and are o ten g 
veins of argentiferous galena, co~per, ~cthe region, and where the 
At the south-eastern extremity 0 1 1 h'lls and plateaux, · b ·a · t £ ture ess ow 1 mountainous outlme su SI es 1ll o ea 1 es peculiar crystal-the river Wippra, flowing in a deep va~ eyj ::r~hinly foliated, grey 
line rocks. These consist of masses 0 9 ~ . ' merable subordinate 
and greenish "shillat" or chlorite slate, w~ ~nn: of the gorge these 
laminre of white quartz. On th_e no~~ th:nsteep precipitous road 
strata are well exposed ?n the sid~s where they are vertical or 
which descends to the village ofWippraN E to s.W. Though we 
very highly inclined, with a stnke froi!l t ·es. ue Schloss * of Ram-
followed the Wippra v~~:lley, by the ~ds;ra ;eddish-coloured grau-
melsberg and its eruptive rocksd am d Lembach to Mansfeld, w.e 
-vacke, to Biesengerode, Y aterro ~·. ~: an consecutive order until 
could see no natural sectlons exhlhibR~thZtodte-liegende, lying un-
we met with the conglomerates of the k " the white quartz bands of 
ld t t " grauwac e, 1 t conformably ono er s ra a, bbl f the red cong omera e. 
which had evidently afford~d the pe js o hloritic and quartzose 
We incline to the belie£; that the hg os~d ~ in the chain, and for 
slates of the Wippra are P!obably t:e oar:sunacquainted with ~ny 
the following r~asons :-First, t~at f de osits of the Harz (w~lCh 
rocks like them m th~ general. serw~eo be!ir a strong mineralogwal 
we are about to notice), wh~lst \s ~f the Thiiringerwald. 2ndly. 
resemblance to the ol~est sedimen ble (if indeed they are not a 
That the Wippra sclnsts most resem . ferior portion of) those ad-
southerly extension and probablh. a: I:dging from the fossils, are 
jacent strata near Harzgerod.e, 'Y IC ' ; As, however, no country 
supposed to be of Upper Silur;\ ag;e than the tract between the 
can well be more featureless an fi o ~b·s surmise with caution; the 
Wippra and Rarzgerode, w~ -~1 e~ t~e intervening tract are a few 
more so, as the only rocks hvlsl . e l~us rocks with contorted flinty 
bosses of greens~one or ot er Igne 
slates (Kieselsch1efer). . 
. . -In the tract extending from the environs of 
Szlurzan rockst t towards Guntersberg, Hasselfeld, and An-
Harzgerode on t e e~s a series of low undulations expose here and 
dreasberg on th~. we\, in which fossils have been detected at a 
there bo~s.es of Imel:~~e of these masses of limestone, as ~xposed 
few locahties only. d and formerly noticed by Sedgwwk and 
to the west of Harz~ero eth mile or two further to the west, at 
Murchison and also m ano er a 
' . th t y other British geologists, except ourselves, have 
* We are not aware a an 
· examined the banks of the Wi~raj h been informed that M. Ad. Roemer has 
t Since this men;toir .was re • t;:~chists of Lauthenthal, and the existence 
discovered Graptolztes m some of 11 as in the eastern Harz is thus 
of true Silurian rocks in the western ~8~: indicated.-R. I. MuRcmsoN, Sept.ll, · 
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the lime-works of the Silber-Hiitte, a few imperfect fossils were lo~g ago _observ~d .. At the latter, a limestone subordinate to greenish 
an . greyish sch1sts Is followed upwards by a much coarser grauwacke 
whwh becomes alm_ost a conglomerate. Here the strike is near! ' 
N. and S. a~d the diJ? E.; but, as the dips of these schists rits an~ c~lcar~ous mte_rpo~ati~ns frequently change, we now on] 'n~tic~ the 
directwn and mchnatwn of the beds at the S'lb H .. Ytt b th t t th h . · I er- . u e, ecause 
the 
8ldra a kere ave a stnke transverse to the usual direction of 
e o er roe s. 
str~t~s~~~e\~t~ee~~ein ~~ke-Thal, bthe continu~l undulation of the 
sprung Unable to deci~e g?rge e~ween Alexis Baden and Magde-whethe~ the rocks at :\.lexi~ ~ ad rapl~d survey of this confused tract, 
d • a en te over or under th f M'' esprung, we met at that place with ose o ag-
on the left bank of the Selke h' ~t~ata w;ll exposed in quarries 
in the years which have elapsed :n~~ theave een mu~h opened out 
wick and his coadjutor. There th Y ~er~ exan;med by Sedg-
and thanks to the' labours of M B~ successwn IS decidedly exposed, 
collection of fossils has been ~ad~sc:~~', ~nspector o.f Mines, a rich 
one mass of these rocks ( i e th '1 rc ' as we thmk, determines Silurian. (See fig. 5.) · · e ea careous meUJ.ber of them)"to bl' 
Fig. 5.-Section of theD[(pper Silurian Roclcs at Miigdesprung 
rstance I~ mile. · 
N.W. Magdesprung. , ~E.
c. S~hists and sandstone. • c 
b. ~1mestone w~th Upper Silurian fossils. a · Altered schists. 
a. lagstones wrth Plants. g. Greenstone and other eruptive 
roclrs. 
The inferior strata visible as ex osed . 
Stufen " or great flagstone ' . P m the so-called " Treppen 
spmn§, have the normal stri~~a~?~ 1.~Si~ the han;let of Miigde-
at 65 . They are very fine rain d h . ., and drp to the S.E. 
of. bluish-grey, purple or -g . ~ 'r ave glossy surfaces, and are 
gmshable in mineral ~specrfr~~s bot~t:h so tl~at they are distin-
t~e. <?ulm rocks of the chain. Either t e ordmary Devonian and 
divisiOnal planes are coarse d . .~ey have no cleavage, or the 
flagstones, the varied ree and comcr ~ with the bedding. The 
successive strata are cugt n anb gdreJ:' tints of which indicate the 
· 1 ' across y evrous d · 1 1 mg c efts called " Stossen , b th an rrregu ar y meander-
quently accompanied by t Y ~ workmen. These are fre-
to horizontality are madeq~:: z~;eb vems, ana. when they approach 
and bottoms for quarrying out th th~ workmen as stages or tops 
often of very large di · . e agstones. The slabs are 
lation and ripple-ma~:n~wns, wh~st their surface, exhibiting undu-
bedding. This is inde~d ea~~to oubt of ~he true nature of their 
ex~ibiting (though very r~r:li) ~nore mfeqlrvocally proved by their 
trarls of animals. Some of tl laces o p ants and apparently the . 
e P ants have the aspect of forked sea-
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weeds ; but one large and true land plant has also been found, and 
has been called by M. Adolf Roemer a Sigillaria. On the whole, 
these flagstones, which when extracted are occasionally I 0 feet by 
7 feet, reminded us in their aspect of the· Scottish Arbroath pav~ng 
stones, and the so-called V alentia slates of Ireland, both of Devoman 
age*. 
Plunging distinctly at 65° to the S.E., these strata ar~ follo'!ed 
by others slightly differing in mineral characters, but whrch, bemg 
little cut into, are not so well known as those at the works of Miig-
desprung; but the apparent ascending order is unambiguous ~n 
exposing a seemingly conformable succession upwards, with a drp 
to the S.E. for about half a mile, until a band of limestone ~b) 
is reached, in which the numerous fossils have been found whrch 
constitute the Silurian collection of M. Bischof. This limestone, 
from 30 to 40 feet thick is hard and crystalline, of dark grey 
colour with white veins, ro~gh to the touch, an~ is separated into a 
lower and upper portion by a thin course of s~h1st. In another layer 
?f schist which immediately overlies the limestone, we .detected 
Innumerable small Tentaculitest. In the mass of th~ hmesto~e 
M. fl3ischof collected numerous organic remains, of whrch we wrll 
only now allude to those that best prove the rock to be of Upper 
Silurian age : some of them we now exhibit. ~hus, ~mo~g several 
genera of Trilobites we recognized Calymene, Actdaspts,. Lwhas, ~nd 
Cheirurus, common in Upper Silurian and unknown m Devoman 
rocks. 'l'hese, however, are associated with Phacops and Bronteus, 
which chiefly prevail in the Devonian. Among the mollusca are 
Lept(J!na transversalis, and L. borealis a~d L. robustus. (~arr._), 
Nerita haliotis Orbicula Forbesii Acrocuha depressa (halwtts, Sll. 
var.), Orthis alata, together with' the corals Favosites Gothlandica 
and Cystiphyllum turbinatum. Again, whilst the above are un-
questionably Silurian, Terebratula princeps, and some other forms, 
indicate a close approach to the Devonian. 
These fossiliferous flagstones, schists, and limestone are sur-
mounted by a coarser grauwacke approaching to gritty sandstone, 
* In a memoir recently published in the ' Palreontographica' of Dunker and 
V on Meyer (Cassel, 1855), M. Adolf Roemer, in further describing the structure 
of the Harz, has given a map of the tract around Elbingerode, which repre-
sents a considerable band of Silurian grauwacke with an included limestone along 
the north flank of the chain, S. of Wernigerode, followed by various Stlbdivisions 
ofthe Devonian series from the Spirifer-sandstone through the Wissenbach schists, 
Stringocephalus-limestone, grauwacke, schist, and schaalstein to the Iberger or 
Upper Devonian limestone. . . . 
In the short notices prefixed to the descnptwns of the fossils, the author has 
misunderstood the opinions I formed as to the age of the limestones of the 
Schneckenberg near Harzgerode, and of the flagstones with plants near Miigde-
sprung. With regard to the former, I did not see sufficient fossil evidence to 
enable me to come to a decisive opinion, though it is probable, judging from 
some of the forms described by Roemer, that the rock may be Upper Silurian. 
. The age of the flagstones of Miigdesprung with plants has been regarded by me 
m the text as Devonian,-and not Silurian, as stated by Roemer. The recent dis-
coveries of large land-plants low down in the rocks of Devonian age in Caithness 
would seem to sustain this suggestion.-H. I. M., Oct. 12,1855. 
t Resembling T. kevis of the Devonian rocks, bnt probably another species. 
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and that again by finer schists (fig. 5, c). As, however, we could hear 
of no limestone nor fossils in those masses, and had little time at our 
disposal, we did not explore them to the edge of the chain, where 
they are overlapped unconformably by some Upper Carboniferous 
strata, the latter being covered by conglomerates of the Rothe-todte-
liegende. (See Trans. Geol. Soc. 2 ser. vol. vi. p. 295.) _ 
But whilst we thus recognized the existence of an Upper Silurian 
rock in the limestone near Magdesprung, we were unable to follow 
it upwards to a junction with strata unequivocally Devonian, or 
downwards to any other Silurian rocks. 
In fact, no sooner do we issue from that portion of the Selke 
valley, in which for a very short space there is a connected and 
ascending series, and proceed towards Gernrode and Blankenburg 
on the north and west, and Alexis Baden on the west, than we meet 
with much eruptive rock (fig. 5, g), principally " gabbro," green-
stone, hypersthene, and granite, all of which rising to considerable 
heights cut off the sequence and exhibit on their flanks many ex-
amples of altered strata. (See Section fig. 5, a*.) 
Penetrated as t?e tract is by such eruptive rocks, and obscured in 
great parts by Wild woodlands, it is manifestly impracticable ,·;ith 
our pr~s~nt k.nowledge to affirm that the strata near Mligdesprung, 
as exlubited I~ the Section fig. 5, are not overturned. The large 
p~ant~ found m the flagstones are unlike anything ever detected in 
S1lunan rocks, and resemble Devonian, if not Lower Carboniferous 
forms. Again, whilst the animal relics of the limestone are said to 
approa~h most in character to Barrande's uppermost Silurian of 
Bohemia, they make (accordinf!i to Mr. Salter who has examined 
the speci~ens we have collected) a very near approach to Devonian, 
and c~ntam some species which are certainly of that age. 
Seemg the amount of protruded igneous rock to the west of these 
strata of Miigdesprung, we must leave it to be ascertained by future 
re~~arches in this most dislocated tract, whether the flagstones of 
Magdesprung. are not of younger age than the limestone, and that 
the whole serws has been inverted. Such inversion would indeed 
surprise no geologist who knows the Harz · for on the northern flank 
· ?f the chain the ?~rmian and Secondary ;ocks are occasionally seen 
m overturned positions ; the younger strata underlying the older. 
If~· Adolf~~emer's first map be appealed to, we see in it .a con-
fi~matwn of th1s Idea; for, according to his view, the culm or Carbo-
mferous ·masses are usually interpolated between the chief eruptive 
rocks and the Devo~ill:n and Silurian groups ! 
. Other rocks conta1mng Upper Silurian fossils have been discovered 
I~ ~ ver~ small patch or two only on the northern flank of the gra-
mtlc axis of the Ross-Trappe near Ilsenburg, and particularly by 
M. Jasche of the latter place. We visited one of the localities called Klo~terbolz, acco~panied by that gentleman, and found there ~ small 
p~rt.wn of dark hmestone, which bad been formerly quarried for 
mmmg purposes, on the side of a rivulet in the woodlands which 
there slope rapidly from the chain. But no physical features of 
other rocks are there visible. It is simply a boss of hard lime-
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p tt Berg and which, having no 
stone on the grassy flank of the a er k ; eruptive rocks of the 
visible relation to the ~tered grauwac d d on the north by mural 
mountain on the sout~, IS at once. sue?~ e sum·, followed by ~us­
and more or less vert1cal Zechstem ~It gyp to the Chalk inclusrve. 
chelkalk and other secondary forma~IOnS up 0 inion respecting the Debarred therefore from pronouncmg try ld~r limestone, we have 
relations of the protrudi_ng ~osses ?{ ase e~tracted by the assiduous 
merely to report upon then ?hlef foss~ sf . ection we could observe 
labours of M. Jasche, for m our br.le msp 
no organic remains in the rocks in sztu. h * we saw several which 
Among the fossils collected by M .. Jas~h em, as Silurian; such as a 
would unquestionably induce us to v~e;tii !nd very much resembling 
Pentamerus, not distant from P · K_ntg 0 'this antiquata, and two or P. Vogulicus of the Ural Mountams; b[ch is near to 0. expansa, 
three others of that genus, one of ~ tama) lata (the small ~orm), 
another to 0. elegantula; Ckonetes (~ Pb .. 1 (Davidson); Lmgula 
. l ta 0 .~.·or eszz. b t l L. depressa · Orbzcu a ruga ' · 1 forms of Tere ra u a, 
. . ' · & There are a so · k tb mtnzma ; Cornulttes, c. l ;a Barr whtch mar e 
. B d T me on. , ., · 
such as T. pnnceps, arr., a~ · d re also undoubted Devoman 
uppermost Silurian of Bohemra, an : h unquestionably have more 
types. There are here .otb~r fonnsa~e~c Such were the Phacops a~d 
of a Devonian than a Silunan char . dd d the Terebratula pnn-
the Amplexus; and to these ~us(t ~ base seen the collection since 
ceps to which M. de Verneml w. ~t as a good Devonian type. 
we inspected it) attaches great weig rocured many fossils is called 
Another spot whence M. Jasche has PS1 . n character than those 
Taunenberg, and these have a mor~ t r unata with many Lamelli-
of Klosterholz, including Cardiola z.n er;.up &~ ) and Orthoceratites 
branchiate shells ( Grammysi<£, Cyprzcar z<£, . ' 
both large and small. tb t if all the older palreozoic 
It is highly prob~b~e, thereforeited in this neighbourhood could 
strata which we~e origmal)y depo~ haotic piles resulting from the 
be detected amidst tl~e. d1slocath c . neous rocks of the chain, we 
eruptions of t~e g~amtlc a!l~ ~~::e~f the uppermost Silurian with 
should meet with lmks whlc . . us base of the Devonian, or the 
the true ~nd well-~~own fo~~!~f~othe Rhine. Already, indeed, the 
"broad-wmged Spmfer str~ h to that deposit in the 
Kl h 1 exhibits an approac rock of ~ster o z iri er which occur in it, though no_ne of these 
several specieS of.Sp f'ms. still less has the Pleurodwtyum pro-
k Devoman 10r • D · k are nown f th t 8 common in the lowest evoman roe s 
blematic'll:m, or any 0 el:b!rpenear Goslar, been found near Ilsenburg. 
of the adJacent ~mm. b g d ced we would therefore also class 
Until better evrdence8s .1 e. pro ud c~nsider them as a link higher in h k Upper 1 unan, an t ese r?c s as . tone of Mii desprung. 
the senes than. the hmes bl. h d gt M. Carl Prediger has, indeed, 
In a memou recently pu 18 e ' 
· ' 1 v art 1 1855 are detailed descriptions and 
* In the ' PalreontographiCa, t ili_t'· P by Adolf Roemer forming a portion of 
figures of the fossils from these oc leS stem Harz ,' 
tht 3~!t~:~~i~ ~~~ ~i~~~s0a'g~!e~~~t~:i:S:uschaften, Halle, June 1854, p. 34. 
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thr?wn some additional light. on !he western. ext.remity of the region 
whwh Roemer has coloured m h1s map as Silur1an ; though it must 
b.e observed t~at ~ome of the most unequivocal of our Silurian locali-
ties ar~ therem laid down as "Culm." After describing four classes 
of ~ed1mentary ro~ks under the terms of Grauwacke, Grauwacke-
schiefe:, Th?n-sch1efer, and Quarzfels, besides other rocks of meta-
rnorplnc or 1gneo~s origin, he indic~tes that which we shall presently 
~peak ~f as a ser~es of true Carbon~ferous strata, as originally stated 
m the TransactiOns of the Geological Society,' 2 ser. vol. vi. 
T~e same author also mentions, towards the close of his paper, a 
C??-siderable mass o~ limestone to the north of Wieda which is fos-
siliferous. Not hav~ng. seen the. organic remains of that rock, we 
cannot affirm that this ~m~stone IS .truly Silurian, as believed by M. 
Adolf Ro~mer, though, If Its orgamc remains be correctly identified 
we have !1tt~e doubt that M: Barrande would class the rock with th~ 
Upper Silu~Jan of the Contment. The fossils are said to be, Tere-
6(r8atul)a p0nnc~s (B~rr.), T. bidentata (His.), Spi1·ifer cultrijugatus ow. , . ardlum strwtum (Sow.). 
~nowmg as we now do, that, besides this mass to the north of 
:Ieda, there are numerous other protrusions of limestone which 
~ve scarcely bee~ ~xamined, between that place and Harzgerode on 
t e east, and behevmg that these quasi-Silurian rocks on the south 
are ndot separated from the unequivocal Devonian rocks of Elbin-
gero e on the north by any continuous b d f . 
trust that notwithsta d' th an o eruptive rocks, we th ' n mg e monotonous and covered outline of 
e c~untry, closer researches will obtain the re . 't £ f 
order m an ascending series. qmsi e proo s o 
sp~:v~~i~~eR::!8·anlhes~hocfkshoccupy altogethe_r. a co~siderable 
ld . sou 0 t e northern gramtJc axis though 
se d.om m masses o~ any great, continuous extent. Like all the other 
se Imentary format~ons, they occur, for the most art in dis' ointed 
masses, separated either by igneous or highly alt pd , d Jt h d k h ere an me amor-
p ose roe s, so t at .the true sequence, even from one member of 
the group to another, IS seldom to Le detected Th ld t . 
0 
1 D · · e o es uneqm-
v ea evoman stratum of the Harz as on the Rh' . th S . 'f' sa d t · h · . ' me, IS e p1n er-
n s one Wit Its assocmted slates and schJ'sts Th l t d 
clea t h'b't' f · . · e arges an 
res ex I I wn o t~us rock IS to be seen in the well-known hill of 
!ke 1-ta~hmels~erg,.whiCh.overlooks the ancient town of Goslar from 
e s?tuh ' and :'h1?h, owmg to the aid of M. Zincken who furnished 
us WI goo 10SS1ls was 11 1 d b S . ' 
· th h h ' para e e Y edgwwk and M urchison 
wi t e s elly sandy " g~a~wacke" of Coblentz. Clearly defined b ~~e pre~ence of charactenstw large Spirifers, the Pleurodictyum pr!-
d e~atwum, ~ IIomalonotus, and other fossils, there could be no 
ou t. respecti.ng the. age of this subformation, which here, as in the 
~~msh P.rovmces, IS associated with slaty schists, both underlying 
t n t~verlymg. Thus, near Goslar, the slates of Nordberg and others i~di e so~th of the town, whic~ are t:uly Devonian, seem, 'as formerly 
cated , to pass by a great mverswn under the Spirifer-sandstone, 
* Trans. Geol. Soc. Lond. 2 ser. vol. vi. p. 291. 
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whilst other schists overlie the latter. To term either of these slaty 
masses the Wissenbach slates without the strongest and most copious 
fossil evidences, would be p~esumptuous ; for even in ~he Rhenish 
provinces, the succession on the two banks of the R~me presen~s 
no means of making such close comparisons. In puttmg forth thiS 
caution tmd particularly in so convulsed and fragmentary a tract as 
the Ha;z, we are bound to state, that M. Adolf Roemer believes, that 
a course of Lower Devonian or Spirifer-sands~one near Schalefel~ and 
Zellerfeld (which we did not see) is overlmd by Ca~ceoia-schiefer, 
and that the latter, which on the left bank of the Rhme IS th~ well-
known base of the Eifel limestone, is surmou~ted by slates whiCh he 
considers to be of the same age as those of W1ssenbach, because they 
contain the Bactrites, a Cephalopod first supposed to be an Or~h?­
ceratite, and peculiar certainly, as far as we know, to the deposit .m 
question. But though peculiar in the Rhine country to the WIS·· 
senbach slates, we cannot suppose that this fossi.l may not be found 
throughout a considerable thickness of the sch1stose .grauwacke ~f 
Lower Devonian age. Not having seen the ?nly locality where this 
sequence is said by M. Adolf Roemer to be. mdwated, we ;nust apo-
logize for doubting whether the true order m th.e Harz differs a[ter 
all from that established on the banks of the Rhme. ~ot quest~on­
ing the sincerity with which M. Roemer has come to h1s conclusron, 
we beg to say that in such a complicate~ and obscure case as that 
of the Harz, our inference must also mamly depend upon the pre-
cision with which the terms "Wissenbach slate" and "Calceola-
schiefer" are applied. In speaking .of the ~ocks in the Harz, the 
geologist who has explored the Rhemsh provmces well ~nows that 
the Calceola-schiefer of the Eifel or left bank of the Rhme has no 
exact representative on the right bank, and that the Wissenbach 
slate of the latter is not recognizable. i.n the former .. 
Again, supposing that in the localities above mentwned, the strat~ 
are truly so named, not merely from the actual presence of one fossil 
or from lithologir.al resemblance, it must also be shown clearly, in a 
country where inversions of strata are so very frequent, that the beds 
are in their normal position. 
Passing, however, from this subj~ct of detail, on which we hope to 
satisfy ourselves on a future occasiOn, we would next remark, that 
even the lithological distinctions of the subformations of the Devonian 
rocks of the Harz are so irregular and fugitive, that the features 
which are dominant in one part of the tract disappear altogether at 
the distance of a few miles. 
Thus, putting aside what may be ~onsidered the eq~ivalent ~f the 
Wissenbach slates and Calceola-schwfer of the Rhemsh provmces, 
we see towards the east aud in the environs of Elbingerode, and be-
tween that place and lliittenrode, enormous masses of limestone, the 
lowest of which is unquestionably of the same age as the great De-
vonian or Eifel limestone of the Rhine ; since it contains Stringo-
cephalus Burtini, Bronteus, and other characteristic fossils. 
It is specially this limestone which has afforded such large quan-
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tities of iron ore in the Harz. It is often so saturated with iron :~at th~ ?alcareous portions are just sufficient to serve as a flux fo; 
. et~m~ !.m~ obf the ore. This is well seen at the Blaue Binge Mines 
m e uc ~r. erg, north of Elbingerode, of which we annex a dia-
gram to exhibi~ the contortions of the strata (fig. 6). 
There ~he Iron. rock, plunging under 
much schist and mterlaminated volcanic ~ 
ash or "sch:mlstein," is distinctly overlaid ~. 
towards Elbmgerode by coarse gritty grey- .~ 
wacke, and the latter by dark schists . the ~ 
whole of w.hich are seen to be surmo~nted 
by a dark limestone of totally different cha- .§ 
racters from that beneath. Though much ~ 
contorted, fractured, and perforated by ~ ~ykes of black J?Orp~y_ry and bosses of a """t 
hght poq~hyry ~th pimte, this upper lime- ~ 
stone, whic~ Is highly crystalline, passes at ~ ~ 
one. place mto black and in another into ~ :-:::l 
vanegated coralline marble and · ~ S 
th l'ffi f h ' occupies <::! Ol 
e c I s. o t e gorge of the river Bode ~ ""' 
near Rubiland,. and its well-known caverns. ~ i5 J~~ugh fossils are rare in it, Terehratula ~ .g 
cu .oz. es and other forms elsewhere charac "' a.> ~ 
terrstrc of the Upper Devonian have b d - ':::l ~ ;;s 
tected by M. Adolf Roemer . fos 'leen . e- ~ ~ ..; :! 
distinct from those of the . r,-: SI sSqu~te ~ i5i :-~ 
goceph l r m error or trm- <::> § 1l ll a us Imestone. In passing from the ~ . :::: ~ .s f va ey of the Bode over the plateau by H .. t ~ ~ -g 'S t~nrode towards Blankenbur th u - ~ ~ o:: :t 
!Imestone is seen to be separa1~d lro~Pf~r ~ ~ '::. ~ 
Ironstone by bands f h' e ~ .,. c 
and schaalstein. o se Ists, grauwacke, ..,~~  ~ ~ ~ 
T "'""'( ..... § he f ( - ~-successi~~ ~~e~~·y6jff::~Janatory of this ~ ~ ~ ~ 
appro · f as a very rude ~ ~ . ~ ~ 
. t . XIma I?n; for whilst we believe th t ·§ ] ~ s ~h~s r~Y~~i~! ~~ fh!stentirg a general view ~f <::> j ~ ~ ~ 
separation we ar wo Imestones and their ~ ~ ~ .!1 o; ,g 
features of the st~a:wah' ~hat numb~r~ess ] E~«..-
at the surface and a w IC . are not VISible ~ j ~ ~ ! 
rock have. been omi.mttaendy. pomts of eruptive ~~ . "" ""' ·i:l 
0 ~ ~~~~ ur chief objects h . . <.0 ~ ... .~ ~~~~::l0t1~eBeo~:~~~::;;~~::£~Yhl~;!~ .~ j ~,5~~ 
lst Th t • a are to show- ~ ~ ,; "'~ i· · a even the lowest of th · · · · Imestones of the adja t t em Is entirely distmct from the 
and which we have sh~~n t r~ct Jn the ~ast! watered by the Selke, 
2ndly. That in followi~ 0 e pper Silurran. 
the southern slopes of th ~ thekse calcareous rocks westward along 
e roe en to the tracts between Goslar and 
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Clausthal, and still more when we pursue them into the Lauthe~t~al, 
the lower limestone thins out, and the only calcareous. rocks Vls.Ible 
between enormous masses of inferior slaty grauwacke WI~h Bactrzte~, 
called "Wissenbach slate" by Roemer, and the .overlymg Car~o~u­
fer?us rocks, is that which is clearly the upper hm.estone, as distm-
gmshed by the Terehratula cuhoides and other fossils. . . 
This is seen at and to the north of the bridge near the rmnmg 
works of Lauthenthal, in a natural section pointed out to us by 
M. Ad. Roemer himself (see fig. 7). 
Fig. 7.-Section of the Lower Carboniferous and the pevonian 
Rocks in the Lauthenthal. Distance about 2 miles. 
s. N. 
~~~=""-,;,.,,~~ 
c b c:r. 
{
g. Herborn schists, with Posidonomya Becheri. 
Lo~er f. Kiesclschiefer. 
Carboniferous. e. Sandy schists. 
{
d. Cypridina-shale (Upper. Devonian). 
. c. Schists and Cypndma·hmestone. 
Devoman. h. Place of Stringocephalus-limestone (denuded). 
a. Slaty black schists. 
Now whether M. Roemer be correct or not, in assigning to the in-
ferior slates of this section the place of the Wis~enbach slates, b.ecause 
he has found the Bactrites in them, it is mamfest that there IS here 
no representative of the Stringocephalus-limestone, for hundreds, nay, 
thousands of feet of slaty rocks are well exposed between ~aut~en­
thal and Goslar without a course of subordmate or underlymg hme-
stone to represent the rocks of the Eifel, which are so clearly exhi-
bited in other parts of the Harz. At Goslar, on the contrary, the only 
inferior rock met with is, as before said, the Spirifer-sandstone. On 
the other hand, the ascending section at Lauthenthal is clear. The 
overlying calcareous strata contain schists charged with Oypridince, 
which pass into calcareo-concretionary beds with Terehratula pug-
nus; the whole representing the Uppermost Devonian . 
In fact, these masses not only resemble the Kramenzel or " ant-
stone" of the Rhine, which is of that age, but are overlaid by schistose 
grauwacke, which is immediately covered by the Lowest Carboni-
ferous beds (here in the state of Kiesel-schiefer), and these by other 
schists which are identically the same schistose representative of the 
Carboniferous Limestone which at Herborn and so many places in the 
Rhenish provinces an~ elsewhere, as w~ll as in the J?ritish I~les, is 
charged with the Poszdonomya Bechen, as well as With Gomatites, 
Crinoids, and many land plants. 
As, therefore, there is no true representative of the Eifellimestone 
in the Lauthenthal, where the consecutive series is so well exhibited 
and where so little eruptive rock appears, the reader may judge of the 
impossibility of reasoning on the general succession from the litho-
logical evidence of any one local section. 
This rapid change in mineral conditions is again seen in the west-
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ern end of the old rocks of the H W the Lauthenthal a few miles to :~~· e have merel~ to pass from 
nodular calcareo-schists we h . N .Nk W ., when, mstead of the 
we find ourselves at the f:~e Jrt spo en of as Upper Devonian, 
crystalline limestone void ~ ll erormous masses of amorphous 
out from the dense ~oodlan~s ~ t~ ternating schists, which stand 
The chief of these is th o. e north of the village of Grund. 
In these altered amorph:u~y~amidal. b_oss called the Hiibigenstein. 
stratigraphical relations amo at~esfit IS almost impossible to trace 
ng e ragments. (See fig. 8.) 
Fig. B.-Section ~ro Cl J' ~near au8thal to beyond H""b. t . 
Distance about 7 miles. u zgen8 ezn. 
S.E. N.W. 
. ~ . 
Near C!austhal. g E·E "~ . Ecke. C5 ~ ~ 
0~/~~~W7A-r· ('t ~-· -.w$-~L __ -.._"-.t./11'-':,r .. ~-..__~-,"-
e d t h ''·'I' 1 ,.  ....... 
(Woodinnds and (Unknown.) cl' 9------
slopes covered 
with debris.) 
Permian. {g. Zechstein and Gypsum. f. Rothe.todte-liegende. 
Lower Carboniferous.{~· ~uld sandston~ and schists. 
. 'an st~nes (Mtl!stone-grit ?). 
c. Carbomferous limestone and sch' 
Devonia {b. Pla~e of the Upper Devonian tsts. Kieselschiefer, &c. 
n. a. Strmgocephalus-limestone ,;ith . 
mural masses of marble' ( Hllb' Iron o~e; much altered and forming A tgenstem). 
.nalogically, however and b . Elbmgerode, something 'ma b Y. c~mp~rmg them with the rocks of t~at on its western side, t~e cilil~/rre . It?- the first place, we see 
highly ferruginous red schist b~ss of limestone is flanked by 
s_tone, which, if not absolute! si succee ed by vertical bands of iron-hm~stone containing corals ya:d are cle~rly associated with Devonian 
rapidly at 45o to the S E p . exposmg traces of beds plunging 
fiss_ured abnormal m~ss~s o~s\~!sover thes~ J:OU come to the great 
whiCh a cross is placed and in h" ~n~l (Hubigenstein), on one of 
appear. When, howev~r we k w IC a traces of stratification dis-SI!f~iJT _mu~tirugata, T:rebrat~~= r~~~t ~he _Stringocephalu8 Burtini, 
;,I . rilobites of the genera Bron:cu arz8, Pentameru8 galeatus?' ~und m or near these rocks th eu8 ban~ Cheiruru8, have been 
t at we have in them represe' t re ea~ ~ httle hesitation in saying 
Whether the eastern ea: ~/vtes 0 t .. e. Eifellimestone. 
}ower or upper Devonian tm st ~: Hubigenstein belongs to the ro~ _its altered and cr. stall~ one, 1 would be difficult to determine 
tel"IStiC of the latter a'! £ m~ ~spe~t ; but numerous fossils charac-
lands on the east, which ~~ran m t e ~ebris of the adjacent wood-
such as Terebratula cub "d gd ~neqmv~cally to the higher rock 
oz e8 an Its associates. ' 
Ti·ansition from Dev . better palreontological p;:~~n /o Carboniferous.-We have a still 
0 an ascendmg succession in the same 
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locality from west to east in the fact, that a limestone of another 
mineral character, which succeeds to the last, contains many highly 
characteristic fossils of the Carboniferous Limestone. These occur chie~y in detached fragmentary portions of the rock, resulting from p~rtlal ~xcavations made by miners in search of ore in the highly 
mmerahzed tract north of Grund, where, besides lead, stray veins of 
barytes are apparent even at the surface. 
In the spots to which we were conducted by M. Adolf Roemer, 
we could indeed detect no physical signs of any order of succession, 
except the very obscure evidence above noticed in proceeding from 
those strata on the west which our contemporary considers to be 
" Culm," whilst we view them as unequivocal Devonian iron schists, 
probably lower. 'Ve were however informed bv a miner named 
niedrich, who has been th; collector ~f fossils arou~d Grund, that at 
a spot called the " Ecke," a high point in the wood, which M. Ad. 
Roemer had not then examined, and about two miles east of Grund, 
a d~rk grey limestone, as distinguished from the white-veined De-
voman rock, occurs in regular beds, exposed in a thickness of about 
10 feet (Section fig. 8, c). Whether this collector obtained any of his dark-coloured fossils 
from this solid rock, or from fraooments at other spots, it is manifest 
that such fossils are nearly all"' well-known Carboniferous types ; 
amounting, ,according to Ad. Roemer, to about forty species, whilst 
the same authority enumerates upwards of two hundred from the 
adjacent Devonian limestone. In saying thus much as derived from fossil evidence only, we have 
introduced a general section across the Hiibigenstein (see fig. 8), to 
show how difficult it is in a hasty visit to assign the true physical 
order to this distorted, mineralized, and amorphous mass. Obscure 
as this hilly tract is from its dense woodlands, still a close compari-
son of the works of the miners-particularly a register of all the ~trata passed through in a great adjacent adit, which is ~bout a mile 
m length ; to say nothing of the natural features whiCh may be 
detected in the gorges and the summits,-would no doubt yield up 
to close researches like those of our Government Survey, much more 
accurate results th~n any which have b~en yet obtained_. 
In the mean time, the fossils whiCh are found m and about 
Grund. ent_itle us to say, that they exhibit a tr~nsition fr~m true 
Devoman mto the Carboniferous group. They, m fact, qmte con-
firm the description of this tract given in the year 1839, which states, 
"We have no doubt that the calcareous mass of Grund is a true 
?evonian limestone, and that the overlying beds are the equiva-
ents of those parts of the W estphalian sections which extend 
from the great (Carboniferous] limestone to the base of the Coal-
measures*." 
Carboniferou8 Rock8.-From what has already been said, it will 
have been observed, that the lowest members of the Carboniferous 
rocks, where they are in contact with or pass into the Upper De-
* Trans. Geol. Soc. Loncl. 2 ser. vol. vi. p. 289. 
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vonian, are in one spot (as at Lauthenthal) in the form of flinty 
slates (Kiesel-schiefer) and Posidonomya schists (fig. 7, e, f, g), 
while in a11other locality distant only four or five English miles, 
they are limestones charged with numerous Producti and fossils of 
the Mountain Limestone (fig. 8, c, d, e). 
In its partial appearance and disappearance within very short 
distances, and in its passage into flinty schist and Posidonomya shale, 
the Carboniferous Limestone of theW estern Harz entirely resembles 
the rock of the same age in W estphalia, as described by one of us 
and his companion, and those of the Thi.iringerwald and Saxony. In 
no other part of this region, except near Grund, is there any band 
of Carboniferous limestone like that in question. But its associates 
and equivalents occur in very many spots, and specially near Clausthal, 
where some of the richest >eins of true argentiferous galena traverse 
the strata containing the Posidonomya Becheri, with occasional hard 
flinty slate. 
These Posidonomya strata, often of very considerable dimensions, 
and inclined in every direction from verticality to a slight deviation 
fro~ horiz?ntality, ar~ succeeded upwards by other sandstones and 
sc~1sts, whwh we con~Idered to be of the same age as the Millstone-
gnt and Culm depos1ts of England. Occasionally there are to be 
see~ great mass~s of thick:bedded s~ndstone of lightish colours, 
whiCh were descrrbed as havmg subordinate layers of micaceous flag-
st~ne a':ld dark carbonaceous shale, as well as beds of a very coarse 
gn~, ~1th granu~es of greasy quartz as large as peas, like some 
varwbes of the millstone grit of Britain. 
The greater and uppermost mass of all this series was said to consist 
of. d_ark shale. and schist, with very thin-bedded hard sandstone, con-
tammg re~d-like and grassy small plants ; and this was first compared 
by Sedgw~ck and Murchison with the Culm fields of Devonshire. 
It ':"'ould. appear that subsequent researches (even to the year 
1854 mclusive) have confirmed these early comparisons. Besides the 
labours of M. Adolf Roemer near Clausthal where the dislocations 
are so great as. to render it al~ost hopel~ss t; trace any order, except 
thr?ugh the discovery of fossils, we agam eaU attention to the me-
mmr of M. Carl P;ediger, who seems to have met with some physical 
proofs of succes~~on to ~he south. of Andreasberg. The "altere 
Kulm-grauwac~e of this author IS the band which was formerly 
s~own by Enghsh g.eologists to be the equivalent of the Carboniferous ~Imestone an~ Pos1donomya shale; this "Kulm-sandstein" (which 
m the long r~dge o~ the Bruch Berg becomes, as in the Taunus, a 
so~t of quart~ rock) Is that which they paralleled with the Millstone-
grit ; and his " obere Kulm-grauwacke" is the Culm-field proper of 
North Devon, as long ago indicated *. 
* We are the more particular in referring the reader to the original compari-
son by Sedgw~ck and Murchison whereby these rocks were first paralleled with 
the Cul~ senes of th~ S.W. of England, because modern German writers, like 
M. Pred1ger, seem to 1gn?re the fact. M. Prediger refers to M. Adolf Roeroer 
as the author of a companson which is, we believe, exclusively that of the English 
e0xploredrs of 1839. See Trans. Geol. Soc. Lond. 2 ser. vol. vi. (Section from stero e to Claustbal) p. 288. 
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d" the Chain of the Harz.-
Upper Palawzoic Rocks surroun z:.g l tline of the Harz being 
The physical feature of t_he geo~r:ap t~heo~lder rocks of the chain, 
at right angles to the m:crent stnke ~oldt, and dwelt upon by ~edg­
which was formerly ~otwed by Hum h hrenomenon already pom~ed 
wick and Murchison, rs analogous tot ep . Thuringia the Permran 
out in the 'l'hiiringerwa~d. In the_H!lrz, ~~~~ses of coal, see fig .. 10, 
deposits (with some slight '_lndeJlym~atPd from all the more anCient 
P. 445) are abruptly and entrrely s~par " d form a girdle around 
. th L ' Carbomferous, an W N W 
rocks includmg e 0~ er . . f h" h trends from · · · 
an el~ngated ellipsoid, th_e maJor axis o the ~~riginal direction of the 
to E.S.E., or nearly at r_,ght angles to 
older and elevated deposits. . . bove cited was offered to the 
When the original commumcatJon a the l'tothe-todte-liegende 
Geological Society, the formations kno~n. a~ut since then they have 
were classed with the Seconda~y roe~!; the name of Permian. In 
been grouped as Upper PalreozOic, ~~ h have been detected. around 
respect to the few shreds of coal w b rc th the red rocks as m Thu-
the Harz they all lie, we believe, ene!l; the axample of Meisdorf, 
' f · ion that m ' t 
ringia · and we are now o opm a· t to the red conglomera e, 
' h 1 · . t subor ma e 
near Ballenstedt t e coa 18 no b 1 1"t* 
' d b s out from e ow · dt 
as was once suppose ' ut cro,r sandstone (the Rothe-to e-
That great re~ conglom~rate and the Lower Red Sandstone of 
liegende), which IS the eqmvalent of ne ual dimensions around the 
Britain, appears as a wrapper of v~~yof th~ chain. Thinly developed 
western, southern, and eastern par n the older slaty rocks an~ the 
to the south of Lauthenthal, betwee d" g eastwards until we 
. . · "bl · procee u1 t Zechstein, it rs not agam VIS! e £;\a here it was formerly shown 
reach the environs of Sachsa and Il ~ 'w t accumulation of newer 
. d . "t, l arts wJth a vas " fth to be assocmte m 1 s ower P h " arz-freier porphyr o e 
and quasi-stratified re~ porphyry,-t e~ £: the south of that tract, 
Germans. In the hill of Kyfhaus ·( ) are found similar to those 
many silicified stems of ferns (Psaron~ esS xon and Thuringia. 
which occur in rocks of the same _age m t ~al sLtion of this deposit, 
The clearest and most instructive na m · ted where it flanks the 
in a small space, with which we are acquam ' 
Harz, is at L_eif~aci:f. ~~aff~~ns!~i~~hed to the mines of that place, 
Acco~padm~ y d t o.l ~he 'hill to the north of it (see fig. 9). 
we examme m some e ar 
Fi . 9.-Sectiou of tlte Permian R_oclcs at Leimbach. 
g Distance about 1 m1le. . 
Le1mbach. 
. 1 vi . 295. This coal is not now worked. * Trans. Geol. Soc. Lond. 2 ser. ' 0 • • t .· 2R6 and section fig. 15. t See Trans. Geol. Soc. Lond. 2 ser. vo ·H. P· ' 2 H 
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l. Among the lower beds visible towards the west is an amyg-
daloid (fig. 9, a) composed of two varieties of quartzless porphyry, 
one of which contains small nests of zeolite in a base of felspar-wacke. 
The other is a sort of " bladder-stein" with green earth, and both 
are interlaminated with the red sandstone, anu are manifestly con-
temporaneous with the other strata. 
2. A thick mass of deep red, earthy, thin-layered sandstone (b), 
containing many grains of whitish felspar. 'l'hough not exhibited in the 
hill of Leimbach, this part of the formation (south of Mansfeld) affords 
extensive quarries of finely laminated, but thick-bedded builuiug-
stone; the beds being separated at intervals by earthy greenish layers. 
3. A whitish-coloured conglomerate (c), studded with many pebbles 
of white quartz, doubtless derived, as before stated, from the old 
quartz rocks of the Wippra 'l'hal (seep. 431). This band forms a 
striking feature on the hill side. 
4. Dark red argillaceous sandstone (d), with thin concretionary 
courses of brown and grey calcareous grit. 
5. 'l'he underlying strata just described are at once conformably 
overlaid by about 30 feet of Zechstein (e), the base of which, how-
ever, is ill-exhibited. It appears that the German miners, who 
have so accurate an acquaintance with their Kupfer-schiefer, have 
not been able to detect it here, in its usual place between the lower 
rock and the Zechstein. The course sets in, however, in that posi-
!ion a little to the east of Mansfl:'ld. 'l'his layer, originally deposited 
111 the state of cupriferous mud, must here have thinned out on an 
ancient pebbly shore, the bed of which now forms the escarpment 
described. In other and adjacent tracts of Central Germany, its 
ex~r,aordinaryyersisten;-e over wide areas has already been explained. 
Ihe rnagmficent rums of the once powerful castle of Mansfeld 
stand on the upper and pebbly beds of the Rothe-todte-liegende; 
bnt great dislocations have affrcted the flanks of this mass, and no 
good section like that of Leimbach is there to be seen. 
~efore we quit the consideration of the Rothe-todte-liegende of the 
regiOn around the Harz, we beg to state, that, although, as before said, 
there are very rare occurrences of poor and thin coal in that rock, all 
the best local authorities, including M. Plumecke of Eisleben, are 
agreed, that the old coal* properly so called (the Stein-kohlen-gebirge 
of the Germans) lies entirely beneath the Red rock. Having also in-
terrogated M. Breslau, a practical "bergmeister" who has observed 
the progress of a great trial for coal now going on near Rotheburg, we 
ascertained that slightly inclined red sandstone and conglomerate, in 
which one thin course of limestone without fossils has been noted, have 
there been pierced to a depth of 1000 feet without a trace of coal. 
Though the speculators hope to find it beneath the great Red cover, 
we have already adverted to much deeper sinkings in the Game rock, 
near Eisenach, which have entirely failed. 
Zechstein, with Kupfer-schiefer and other associated strata.-
In numerous places around the older rocks of the Harz, the Zechstein 
* At Wettin, Ilmenau, &c. 
'ND MORRIS-THE HARZ. MURCHISON " 
nd assoeiated'strata arc extensive deposits 
a h' h sometimes rest upon the Hothe-
w IC f d but are todte-liegende as just men wne ' 
often Jlaced at once on the edges of the 
Il k At Osterode and to. the 
older s aty roe s. . · db 
W S W the Zechstei.n ls charactenze . y 
va~t. int~rlami.nated bands of anhydntc, 
which on weathering, become gyp~um. , 'l'h~ fine laminre of sulphate of hme art. 
quite apparent, and as the beds .both rcpos.~ ~; 
d are surmounted by hmestonc, l B 
upon an 1 rt' sts that mi~rht be inferred by som.e geo o,I ' 1::::: 
th~ intermediate beus of anhydl:Jte were "' 
formerly carbonate of lime~ ~~lnch ha\~ :;:; 
been altered by the traustuswu of su : 
}lhuric acid. f h · the -::; 
To the south of Sachswer en, w Cl e dte- ~ 
Zechstein reposes on the ~tothe-to . -
re en de it is seen to be conformably sur. 
l g a' b b d of earthy reu sandstone ' 
mounte y e s h' 1 ·t 
and althou"h these have been lt !Cl o clas~ed with "the Buntcr-Sandsteiu, m: '~a:~ 
of the 'l'rias we have already as:,l"ll 1 
reasons why this lower portion of that roe~. 
should be considered as the natural r~~ ~ 
of the Zechstcin, and therefore c~assed w.Jt l ~ 
h I~ · * 'I'he accompanymO' sectlOn '=l t e enman . . I' l o 
(fig. 10) showing a snccess1o.n froJ_n t le 0 
Younger 'coal-beds, resting agamst hJghly-1 ~ C b · f'erous strata, anc ~ inclined Lower ar om h f ;:3' 
followed by Permian rocks to the so~t o "' 
the Harz, is taken fr.om the Geol. h~rD~~~ ~ 
2 ser. vol. vi. P· 286. See al~o t ~ 
mm of the Permian succession on the :;:: 
ianks of the Thiiringerwald, ?· 424 · th ·~ ..,; 
In extensive portions of their .rangeN e Jl :jl 
. f limestones are dolomites. e:~r \ ;;:: ~t~sfeld, where the lower ~art only lS o 
a th rock is a subconcretwnary, flat- ~ 
seen, ~ sand limestone, of dark en "".," 
bedded, 1mpu:c, h~rin , into insulated ~ "" ~~:~~~s, ~f~~u;~;e~} the ~undcrland beds. ~ 
ot to have had time to 
* We much regret. n d ass of l'ennian 
visit the remarkable ms~~at~ ~~ s E of N ord-
rocks which lies a few nul es 0 t of t.he Rothe-
1 sen Tl re the cong omera es 1au : Je . ronites(Kyfhausen near 
todte-hegende contamPsa . - d 'th melaphyre 
Kelbra). These rocks, assoc•~te ."'1 u through 
and surmounted by Zechstem, nse b P the f T · that lies etween the wide extent 0 nas W h pe to ex-
Thiiringerwald and the Harz. . c 0 
l>lore hereafter this insular Permmn mass. o 2 H :0 
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In the environs of Eisleben howe h~ve beeb made to extract ore 'from /e"r, where _numberless sinkings 
mmers observe with minute recision he un~erlymg copper-slate, the 
layer of the deposit. The u ~ l . the ~meral character of every ~hich, as before said forms ~h:r~~:2g. rf~k ls the "Weiss-Liegende ;, 
hght greyish pebbly bed, of about; use of th~ Zec~stein. This 
once conformably covered as on th flor 4 feet m thtckness, is at 
by the Kupfer-schiefer with t'ts 1' 'le fi ahnks of the 'fhiiringerwald 
wh' •h l 10SS1 S es .I l' ' 
lC are tere contained in a th' k anu pecu Iar flora, all of ~ounted by a little shale and im ~~- n_ess of 2 feet. This is sur-
28 feet of anhydrite and gvpsnJ Ie ~mfstone, an_d then by about 
ma.de,of the alternations 0 ( rocks'~~~~ ll t le 11overlymg succession is stei~I, and "Rauch-kalk." a Y ea ed "Asche," "Stink-
'l he lower' portion of the Bunter-San . . . 
!ests on the Zechstein clear! ex] 'b' dstem, which Immediate! 
Its natural cover '1'1 e' I y f u Its a passage into it and i' y 
• • 1 owest o thes" b d ,. ' torms g_re~msh calcareous shale with . E • ~ s near ~Isle ben consist of !~~ll;~i~ok~~::e oi!hai~n irimediatel~of~~rr!~~;~n;fb~:~~e i~~cehstsoten.e, 
· o' , m some o tl . d d 111 corse~_of coaly matter have been found~(~c d ~nd )green beds, thin 
h .oo mg, then, at the similarit f I er s e t . 
avmg the same position in the 'l~ ~ . t lese features to those of strata 
to the Permian classification I. dlllrmgerwald, we necessarily adhere 
a rea Y proposed. 
Secondary or llf<es ~ . R 
0 o~o~c oclrs Th h · \Ir presen_t plan to describ ti- oug . It does not enter into ~ I~ther t~·~::ssic, juras~ic, an~ crl:ta~uccesswn of secondary rocks, 
'' c s, winch, flan kin" the . eo us, or of the older tertiar 
I rappe, a:Id their asso~iated sf::n~~ec o! the ~rock en and the RosZ 
and occaswually inverted b d y hk~, constitute the mural brok 
rected 1 · an s to w 1ch tt · · ' en, 
'wet nnk it ri"'ht in t· k' 1 a entwn was formerly* d' respecti "'th " ' 11 mg eave of the H· . I-have affi n,., cse younger rocks, if on! to sho ,u z, to say a few words 
Ch· I!' . ecr~ all. the strata from th! Bu t ~.;;what weat movements ;,1 uBnc USIVe, If not also certain older;. er-t~ andstem to the Upper 
le unter-Sandstein of the 'I' . er Iary strata. 
remarkable baud of i' • nas, N. of the Harz eo t . G terru"'mous . r h ,, n ams a very 
b enlnans, w hi eh to the ~ast of PI~o Itbe, t e. "Rogenstein , of the RIH s t. sen urg Is exposed . . l 
Ab . In~~ ove tins rock and b t . I d ' e ween It and th M 
eo ~?re and often yellowish sandst . e uschelkalk, is a lighter ~luumg the 1'rematosaurus the fi one, m. which Saurians occur in~ 
ct~cted at Bernberg, in' the n~~~~ specimens of which have been 
matwn. -eastern extension of th' i' Of Is wr-
. the Muschelkalk we will onl . 
adrrmably displayed towards th y saf that Its upturned edges are ~e Harz, bJtween Ballcnstaut e a~~rtQI-east~rn end of the flank of 
euper sandstone. uedhnburg, flanked b the 
Above th T · Y 
e nas, the Lias of Quedlinbur"' . . 
* Trans_. Geol. Soc. 2 ser. v I . o IS copwusly rich in fos-
.t One, If not others of 0 . Vi. r· 291. 
this " Rogenstein " ' the magmficent old chnrches of B . . . 
• fllllSWICk 18 bmlt of 
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sils, and is followed by representatives of both the lower and upper 
Jurassic deposits, often in rapid undulations. 
In Hanover and Brunswick the Cretaceous group is singularly well 
developed : for beneath it there is a genuine representative of the 
W ealden ; whilst the true base of the group is the distinct northern 
German equivalent of the Neocomian limestone of southern Europe, 
called here the "I-Iils-conglomerat." The remainder or really great 
mass of the Lower Greensand of England has no adequate representa-
tive ; and the siliceous sandstones, on the north flank of the Harz, 
which from mineral character were formerly considered as such belong 
to a much higher member of th<> Cretaceous series. 
The formation, however, which the German geologists term Gault, 
may be said to represent both the upper portion of our Lower Green-
sand and the Gault proper. In the interesting collection of M. v. 
Strombeck, we observed indeed as Gault fossils certain species which 
are found in our Lower Greensand. · 
The Lower "Quader Sandstein," in which much iron occurs, and 
the upper part of which is charged with many green grains, contains 
the fossils of our Upper Greensand, and is supposed to be of older 
date than the "Pliiner Saudstein" of Saxony. 
The Upper "Quader Sandstein," which forms those remarkable 
walls of rock to the N .E. of Blankenburg, and which were formerly 
taken for .Lower Greensand, is in fact the equivalent of the White 
Chalk of Western Europe! It contains, in short, many of the most 
characteristic fossils of that suhdivi~ion. The plants collected by the 
zealous botanist, 1\I. Hempe of lllankenburg, afl"ord an instructive 
illustration of the fossil flora of these upper cretaceous rocks. 
There is still an "Oberste Quader Sandstein," representing the 
very highest beds of our Chalk. 
These siliceous strata, standing in the place of the Upper Chalk, 
are followed near Goslar by a great mass of whitish chalky-looking 
rock, which is in truth an olcl Tertiary rock. This also seems to be 
thrown abruptly off the chain, in common with the secondary strata. 
Iu thus briefly adverting to the vertical, disrupted, shattered, or 
convoluted strata of seconclnry age on the north flank of the I-larz, or 
~long i~s chief granitic ~rontier, we sl~ould do injustice to the subject 
1f we d1d not call attentiOn to the prmseworthy and precise labours of 
~· von Strombeck. of llruJ?-Rwick. We visited that city purposely to 
mspect the collectiOns wluch that gentleman has made there during 
a series of years, and were delighted with the clear order in which he 
had arrauged the fossils of his ncighbourhood,-from the base of 
the Trias to the younger Tertiary btrata. It is truly a remarkable 
collection ; and, in respect to the magnificent specimens of the 
Encrinus lili!formis of the Muschelkalk, is quite unrivalled. As, 
however, it would require a separate treatise and a detailed survey of 
the country to enable us to describe the result of the labours of 
M. von Strombeck, we confine ourselves to pointing out, in few 
words,_ a striking physical phrenomenon which he has brought into a 
cle~r hght, and to illustrate which he has prepared excellent sections, 
whiCh are not yet published. 
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The English reader may well be surprised ~hen he learns, ~hat in 
the comparatively flat region around Brunswick, wher.e the hills are 
of small elevation only, the secondary str~ta, though no~ m such abrupt 
and broken walls as they occupy alongside of the gramte of the Harz, 
have still partaken of the influence of the same great movements as 
the formations contiguous to it, though distant abo~t ~wenty~five 
miles from that line of eruption, whilst their major axis ts prec1sely 
parallel to the vertical masses on the north flank of the Ilarz. 
Thus, the strata in question, every member of which has been 
accurately identified through its fossils, are in some instan~es. seen to 
have been thrown into sharp and broad undulations, by anticlmal and 
synclinal flexures, the axes of some of which are actually overturned 
or inverted, like many well-known examples of the Palreozoic rocks. 
In this region such movements have affected all the deposits, from 
the Palreozoic to the older Tertiary, both inclusive. 
RECAPITULATION.-In the preceding pages we have shown, that 
of the two chains described, the Thuringerwald only exhibits any of 
the oldest sedimentary I'ocks ; the strata containing the lowest Silu-
rian fossils being there underlaid, as in Great Britain and Bohemia, 
by vast masses of slate and sandstone, in which no forms of a more 
composite structure than l~ucoius have yet been detected. These 
bottom rocks, and the superposed Lower Silurian of that tract, were, 
it appears, elevated into dry lanll, and placed during a long period 
out of the reach of sedimentary influence ; since none of those 
strata of the unequivocal Upper Silurian of Bohemia or the Lower 
and Middle Dcvonian, which are so much developed in the Harz, are 
to be seen in the Thiiringerwald. 
Towards the close, however, of the Devonian rera, both tracts were 
ngain covered by a sea in which animals liveu differing from all those 
which preceded them, whilst the recesses of that ocean, whether 
in thi~ regi.on .or in t~e Rhenis~ Provi1~ces, were spread over by 
volcamc deJechons, whJCh were mterlammated with ordinary sub-
marine beds. 
'l'hese volcanic dejections ceasing, there followed other accumula-
tions of mud and sand, into which stems, branches, and leaves of 
laml-plants were transported, and out of which thin courses of coal 
were formed. 
After these Lower Carboniferous beds had been accumulated, a great 
upheaval took place over all those parts of Germany and France where 
such strata occur, and raised up such lower carboniferous beds in 
co~junction with those which preceded them ; the whole consti-
tutmg the Grauwacke series of the Germans. The next sediments 
forme<l on the edges of all that went before them are the feeble 
eq':ivalents of our Upper coal fields. These again, after partial oscil-
latiOns, were succeeded by the Rothe-todte-liegende, or Lower red 
sandstone. Much as each range has been, at various antecedent 
periods, subjected to eruption of igneous rocks, it was then that one of 
the most marked of the physical revolutions of this portion of the 
crust of the oorth was accomplishell, in the change of the gcogra-
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THE PAL1EOZOIC ROCKS IN GERMANY. (UNDERLYING THE TRIAS.) 
NATURAL\ DIVISIONs. SUBDIVISIONS. SoME LocALITIEs. CHARACTERISTIC FossiLS BRITISH EQUIVALENTS. GROUPS. IN GERMANY. 
0 Upper Keuper and Stuttgart, Coburg, Gotha, Erfurt, Mastodontosaurus, Metopias, &c. "Keuper" C\Iar!s and Sands of ..... (Labyrinthodonts ); N othosaurns, W orce.ster, Leicester, Droitwich, 0 Keuper. Sandstone, Gypsum, Gottingen, Nurnberg, Waiters. 
~ Lettenkohl. hausen, &c. Simosaurus (Enaliosaurians). Nantwich, &c. 
0 
en 00 
~ < Upper Muschelkalk. Weimar, Wurzhurg, Jena, S. & N. Avicula socia!is, Terehratula vu!-
;:::; 
-
Muschelkalk. of Harz, and around the Thii- garis, Encrinites liliiformis. (Wanting.) 0: 
r.. E-o Lower, or Wellenkalk. ringerwald, Eisenach, .<\rnstedt, 
0 &c. 
"' 
"' Upper. Region around Thiiringerwald and Trematosaurus, } Lab . thodonts. New Red or " Bunter " Sandstone < Bunter-Sandstein. of Chester, Liverpool, &c. !:0 Lower. Harz, &c. Odontosaurus, ynn 
Bunter-Schiefer. Red sandstone, &c. Around the Thiiringerwald, S. of Ca!amites arenarius. Red and green gypseous marls 
Schist, with impure the Harz, &c. (Sedgwick). Yorkshire, Lanca-
limestone. shire, and Nottinghamshire. 
Zechstein and Rauchwacke, Gypsum, &c. Around the Harz and Thiiringer- Productus horridus, Spirifer ala- Brecciated & compact limestones; Dolomite, Zechstein. wald, and numerous tracts of tus, Strophalosia ~Iorrisiana,Avi- Humbleton, Sunderland ; cliffs 00 z Kupfer-Schiefer. Germany. cula speluncaria, &c. from Hartlepool to Sunderland. 
< 
- Mansfeld, Reichelsdorf, around Fishes.- Palreoniscus, Pygopte- Marl-slate; Sunderland and Hart-~ Bituminous the Harz and Thiiringerwald. rus, Platysomus, &c. lepool (Durham), Knaresborough ;:.:::: and 0: Copper Slate. Reptiles.-Protorosaurus (2 sp.). to Mansfield. 
"' p... Rothe-Todte-
Liegende. Grau- and W eiss-Lie- Around the Thiiringerwald, Mans- Walchia and many other Permian Pontefract Rock (Smith). Lower 
0 gende. Conglomerate, feld, &c. plants, near Zwickau. Red Sandstone, &c., of Cumber-
Red Sandstone, &c. Eisenach, Kyfhausen, Rotheburg, (Psaronites) Kyfhausen, S. of the land, Lancashire, Nottingham-
S. Harz, Hal!e near Dresden. Harz. shire, Shropshire, Worcester-
shire, Staffordshire, &c. 
0 
Southern Harz, N. & S. Thuringia, Characteristic fossil plants. ,Coal-fields of Durham, S. Wales, 
00 Stein-Kohlen. Shale, Sandstone, and 
Wettin, Ilmenau, Westphalian & Archegosaurus (2 sp.). Lancashire, &c. 
Coal. Bohemian Coal tracts. 
p::: ~ 
0 
0: Floetzleerer Zone around the Rhenish Pro- Millstone Grit of Yorkshire, Der-You!l~e~t,_,~~~~cke vinces, south-west part of the ~~~ire, ~~~,::ashire, and South f'l Sandstein 
.fu!J.'S TB\!l\l\:.'\:,,jlUri._,J;i.W/,y'im auu Rns.sil_nlant~;: Of'f'=-~lcmllllv. _ ,lAo Series of Devon-
z Schleitz. ~f·S~otl~~d.•-w~""ures 01 a par 
0 
"' Herborn, Rhine, near Grund, Harz, 0: Berg-kalk. Posidonomya-schist. Posidonomya Becheri, Productus Mountain Limestone Series (Phi!-0 < Platten-formige Kalk. Ratingen, Arnsberg, E. of Hof, semireticulatus, and others. lips), Culm Limestone of Devon-
0 Kiesel-Schiefer. Rhenish Provinces. Amplexus coralloides, &c. shire, and Lower Limestones and 
Coal of Scotland. 
--
--
!-! 
Cypridinen-Schiefer, Right bank of Rhine, Meckling- Cypridina serrato-striata, Cly- Petherwin and Barnstaple Lime-Upper with peculiar land plants. hausen, Laasphe, Selters, Weil- menire. Plants of many new stone, Baggy Point Sandstone, 
Devonian. (Kramenzel-Stein.) burg, Saalfeld, and Saxony. forms. Upper Old Red of Scotland. 
Flint-Schiefer. W estphalia {Mestode, &c.). Goniatites retrorsus. Hard Slate and Schist of Morte 
Bay, N. Devon. 
0 :i 
< Combe Martin, llfracombe, North 
.. Devon. Plymouth and Babbi-
z Middle Eifel Limestone and Both banks of the Rhine, Eifel, Stringocephalus Burtini, Megalo- comhe, Devonshire slates {Aus-
0 Devonian. Calceola-Schiefer. Paffrath, Refrath, &c. Elbinge- don cucullatus. Coccosteus and ten). Middle Old Red Sandstone and N p. rode, Harz, &c. other fishes. Cornstone. >l 
Caithness Flags, with fishes and i=l plants. 
Wissenbach Slates. Wissenbach and Caub. Bactrites, Orthocerata, Goniatites. N. Foreland and Porlock, North 
0 Lower Spirifer macropterus, Pleurodic- DeYon, Torquay in S. Devon. Devonian. Spirifer Sandstone Coblentz and bank of the Rhine, tyum problematicum, Chonetes Lower Old Red Sandstone, and and Slate. N •• \V estern Harz, &c. semiradiatus, Phacops laciniatus, Conglomerate of Scotland*. (Syst. RMnan, Dumont.) &c. 
~ Prague; Eastern Harz. Trilobites; 75 species of the genera Ludlow Upper Limestones and Acidaspis, Calymene, Cbe1rurus, 
Silurian. Shales of Prague. Cyphaspis, Harpes, and Phacops ; and 
Graptolites and manv Cepha- Wenlock Rocks. lopoda in the lower beds. 
• 
..:1 Graptolites of many species, 
< 
P-1 
z Prague and Bohemia, South Thii- mostly Diplograpsus ; also Grap- Caradoc Sandstone Lower Schistose Slates, tolithus Ludensis; Trilobites of 
< Silurian. Grits, Quartzites. ringerwald, S. and W. of Saalfeld, the genera Trinuclens, JEglina, 
.... Steinach, Schwartzburg, Schleitz, Asaphus, Illrenus, Remopleuri- and 
0: &c. des, Agnostus, &c. Ortbis, Lep-
~ trena, and other Brachiopods ; Llandei!o Rocks. 
--< Cystidere, N ereites, &c. 
.. 
m 
" Primordial zone " s. of Prague; South Thiiringer- Paradoxides, Conocephalus, Sao, Lingula Flags of N. Wales (Stiper 
waid? Agnostus, Olenns ; Orthis and Stones, Shropshire; W. flank of of Barrande's 
Silurian Basin. Cystidere. Fucoids. Snowdon). 
Base of the Silurians Slaty and Quartzose s. of Prague and Southern Thii- Fucoids the only fossils yet found Longmynd Rocks (CAMBRIAN of ringerwald. in Germany. the British Geological 
of Bohemia Rocks (often green and 
(Barrande ). purple). veyors). 
. . · n divisions of the Continent of Europe and England bear to those of the Old Red Series of Scotland still 
* The e:c~ct relat~ons whlCh the De~odl~hat the Upper Old Red of Scotland, as characterized by certain species of Holoptychius and Glyptopomus, is 
require definitiOn. It Is, however, sugges e '. -i e. of the "Cypridinen-schiefer" of Germany and the Petherwin or Clymenia Limestone of Devonshire. 
the Sandstone equivalent of the Upper Dev~ng~~hn;ss with their numerous ichthyolites and peculiar plants, both marine and terrestrial, represent, it is 
The bituminous and calcareous flagsto~es 0 • aJg dow~ into the lower division; whilst the coarse breccias and conglomerates in the Sandstones which 
believed, the Eifelian or Middle Devo~mn f~~~:orth of Scotla~d prob_ably occupy the horizon of the _Lower Devonia~ or" Systeme Rhenan" of D?mont. 
form the base of the vast Old Red Senes. 0 b maintained, it IS manifest to every one who has studied the great mmerlJ.l masses of Scotland which are 
Whether or not these suggested paral!ehs~~ het thev constitute full equivalents in time of all the deposits to which in any region the name of "Devonian " 
included in the term " Old Red Sandstnn~, t a • 
has been applied.-R I. M., Sept. 29, 18<>5-
Sur-
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phical direction of the masses of rock, from their normal alinement of 
N.E. & S.W. to one trending from N.W. to S.E.; the turbulence of 
the period being decisively characterized by great outbursts of por-
phyry and the extravasation of vast sheets of porphyritic lava. 
It is, indeed, manifest from the convoluted and dislocated condition 
of the secondary strata, particularly those of the Muschelkalk, which 
lie between the.Thiiringerwald and the Harz, as well as from similar 
aJ?pearances extending even to the older tertiary rocks lying north of 
the Harz, or between that ridge and the line of ancient rocks near 
Magdehurg, that each of the elder or flanking masses was an habitual 
area of upheaval and. oscillation, the upward and downward mov~­
ments of which compressed the interjacent formations into the ph-
cated forms which they still exhibit. 
In reflecting upon the broad external features only which were 
successively impressed on the one tract and on the other, we i~fer, · 
that, however the two regions were thrown ihto nearly parallel direc-
tions, there are in the 'l'hiiringerwald proofs ot' ancient movements of 
which we find no trace in the I-larz. In this way we obtain evidence 
of the truly local cha~acter of all such disruptions, in addition t.o the 
examples previously c1ted by one of us, and to other cases mentiOned 
by M. Bammde'*. 
In truth, whilst each of the tracts here spoken of present some 
marked analogies to the Silurian basin of Bohemia, each of them 
differs more from that tract than they do from one another. In their 
great fundamental rocks of greenish and talcose grauwacke, the South 
Thiiringerwald and the district of Prague are alike, as well as in the 
chief mass of the Lower Silurian rocks, thou"'h the fossils of the 
primordial zone of Bohemia have not been fou~d in the Thiiringer-
wald, and all the Lower Silurian is wanting in the Harz. 
Again, the rich Upper Silurian limestones of Bohemia have no true 
representatives in Thuringia,-the uppermost member only of that 
division having been detected in the Harz. 
Still more striking is the distinction between the two tracts under 
consideration and the basin of Bohemia; for whilst the Harz con-
tains all the members of the Devonian rocks, with a copious develop· 
ml'nt of tl1c Lower Carboniferous, and whilst the Thiiringerwald 
differs from it in not possessing either the central or the lower De-
vonian bands, there ate no evidences of the existence of these forma-
tions in Bohemia, where the Silurian rocks are at once and abruptly 
followed by the Upper Coal-fields. 
We collate these data to show, that whilst there are breaks in the 
Silurian series of Britain,-ex. g1'. in one part of S. Wales beneath 
the Wenlock Shale, and above the Upper Caradoc or May Hill sand-
stone, aud in another below the latter roek,-that in the north of 
England the Devonian rocks consist of a mere conglomerate, and that 
even one part of the south-west coal field is known to be transgressive 
to another,-our country offers no example of that great fracture 
bet."'ee? the lower and upper divisions of the Carboniferous group 
wlnch Is so very dominant a physical feature throughout Germany 
and France. 
* See Bull. Soc. Geo!. France, vol. xi. p. 311, &c. 
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But, notwithstanding all these differences-whether consisting of 
such local dismemberments or varied lithological conditions, the four 
natural palreozoic groups of Russia, Scandinavia, Germany, and Fran~e 
have been perfectly assimilated, through their organic remains, to thetr 
congeners in Britain ; so that, despite of great breaks in each natural 
division of these regions, the classification by Silurian, Devonian, Car-
boniferous, and Permian remains is everywhere maintained. 
Lastly, let us recollect, that the very ·first step which the geologist 
takes in ascending from the palreozoic to the mesozoic formations 
must convince him, that great and general mutations oflife upon the 
surface of the globe were not dependent on such disruptions as those 
to which we have alluded ; for in Germany no physical dismember~ 
ment has been observed which separates the strata accumulated at 
the close of the Permian rocks from those formed in the earliest 
period of the Trias,-the summit of the one being everywhere con~ 
formable to the base of the other ; and yet the change of life which 
took place at that period of quiet physical transition was absolute 
and complete. 
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